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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

May 15, 1975
MEMORANDU.lvl FOR:

1vLA..X FRIEDERSDORF

THRU:

VERNLOEN

FRO.i\1:

ca~RLESLEPPERT,JR.~

SUBJECT:

S. S. Mayaguez Incident - Report to Congress
1/{ar Powers Resolution

YL

The report to the Congress on the S. S. Mayaguez incident were delivered on
May l5, 1975 to the following Members of the U.S. House of Representatives.
Member
Speaker Albert
II

Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.

Recioient

(VL)
(CL}
O'Neill
(CL}
McFall
(CL}
Rhodes
(CL)
Michel
(CL)
Mahon
(DB)
Price
(DB)
Morgan
(CL)
VTilson(Bob) (DB)
Broomfield (CL)
Cederberg (DB)
II

left under door
Mike Reed
Rep. O'Neill
Rita Herald
Lee Prouty
Ralph Vinovich
Pers •. secy
Pers. secy
Connie Yesh
Pers. secy
Rep. Broomfield
Pers. secy

Time

2:04a.m.
2:20 a.m.
11:09 a.m.
11:12 a.m.
11:15 a.m.
9:58 a.m.
11:43 a.m.
11:40 a.m.
10:59 a.m.
11:42 a.m.
10:55 a.m.
11:44 a .. m.

Digitized from Box 12 of the Philip Buchen Files at the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Library

Place
Capitol Office
Reed's home
Capitol office
Capitol office
Capitol office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Rayburn HOB
Office

Friday 5/30/75

5:00

The meeting on Monroe Leigh's testimony has now
been changed to 9:30 a.m. on Tuesday 6/3 -instead of Monday.
Others to attend:
Marsh
Monroe Leigh
Wolthius
Janka
Sam Goldberg
Russ Rourke

Meeting
6/3/75
9:30a.m.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGT ON

May 30, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

JACK MARSH

FROM:

RUSS ROURKE

Sam Goldberg advises me that Monroe Leigh will be testifying before
Zablockils Subcommittee on Wednesday, June 4, on the subject of the
Mayaguez incident (War Powers Act, consultations, notifications, etc.).
Goldberg further advises that DOD, CIA and State have been tasked to
prepare chronological statements of events in connection with the Mayaguez incident.
Prior to Wednesday's testimony, Sam believes it would be extremely
helpful if he, Monroe Leigh et al could have a meeting with you, Phil
Buchen and other appropriate White House types in order to coordinate
Leigh's testimony.

.

Please ad vis e.

/ c : Phil Buchen

·1

7511043

l.ffit-lORANDID! FOR LIEUTEUANT GENE~'\L BRENT SCOl'iCROPT
TEE villiTE HOUSE

Subject:

Chronology on the
Incident

!~ez

rr;'le offices of Senator Nelson a11d Congressman
Zablqcki have requested ti1at the State Depar~~~nt
provide them a chronology of the r-1.ayaguez incident.
Attached is a chronology of State-oep.artment actions . \'le understand that it will be used to prepare an integrated report with contributions by
other agencies to furnish to the Congress .

s. Springsteen
Executive Secretary

c~orga

Attachment:
Chronology

Drafted:EA/LC:JBroh-~ahn:dtm

x23133:5/30/75
R.l\ - z,rr. Zurhellen
L - ltr. Leigh
H - Hr. Goldberg
D - l1r. Due."illing
S - Hr. Egan
P - Hr. Hartinez
S/S - Hr. Eal'tl.r:t

Clearances:
'

FOR HEL"S.l':.SE TO CONGRESS
CHRONOLOGY
Sta.te Department Participation in the Hayaguez Affair
Monday, Hay 12
0515

Department informed of seizure of ship.

06000800

Senior officers of the Depar~-~nt were alerted
and the rna tter 'Vlas discus sea at the Secretary's
staff meeting.

1300

Follmdng a National Security Council rGeeting,
attended by the Deputy Secretary, the Department requested that the Chief of the People's
Republic of China Liaison Office call on the
Deputy Secretary .

1431

The Secretary departed for St . Louis.

1630

The PRCLO Chief refused to accept a message
from the P~cting Secretary to pass to the Cambodian authorities demanding the return of the
Mayaguez and its crew.

1800

Senior legal officers in the Department, ~\Thi te
House and Defense Department discussed possible
need for report by President under War Powers
Resolution.

2000

The Department sent a message to our Liaison
Office in Peking reporting the refusal of the
PRCLO to accept a message here and instructing·
our Liaison Office to deliver a message to the
Cambodian Embassy and - Chinese Hinistry of Foreign Affairs. The message requested that they
pass a message to the authorities in Phnom Penh
demanding the return of the H~yaguez and its
crew.

Tuesday, Hay 13
0100
1

..

0930

The USLO in Peking reported that the messages
had been delivered.
During the Kennedy Subcommittee hearing on

·.•·
·......

- 2 Vietna.'11ese refugees, when Senator Kennedy expressed the hope that appropriate committees
of Congress would be informed about diplomatic
efforts on the Mayaguez, a Department official
responded that he was sure that this could be
done.
1200

Instructions Here·given in the Department to
prepare messages to the US Mission at the UN
to instruct it to deliver letters to the UN
Secretary General and Security Counc11.
(See
below under May 14 1230 and 2215.)

1300

The Department informed the Hinister of the
Japanese Embassy, Hashingto!l, that the US was
moving one battalion of marines from Okinawa
to an undisclosed destination.

Wednesday, May 14

..

0330

The Embassy in 'l'okyo requested the Department
to confirm, if asked, the statement that the·
Japanese government planned to make that our
actions connected with the Mayaguez operation
did not violate understandings with the Japanese.

0715

The Liaison Office in Peking reported that the
PRC had stated that it was not in a position
to pass our 'mes.sage to the Cambodian authorities and T;las therefore returning it.

0845

The Embassy in Bangkok reported the text of
a Thai aide memoire objecting to any US action which \vould involve 'l'hailand in the !·1ayaguez incident.

1015

The·Embassy in Bangkok reported that the Charge
notified the Thai Prime Minister of the arrival
of marines in Thailand. He was told that they
·must leave immediately.

1230

-'The Department. telephoned the US Mission at
the UN, instructing it to deliver a letter to
the Secretary General requesting his assistance
to obtain the release of :the Mayaguez through

,__. 3 -

diplomatic channels and reserving the right of
self-defense in accordance with Article 51 of
the UN Charter.

1300

The Departroent sent a message instructing the
Hission at. the UN along the above lines.

1300

The letter '\•las deli\.rered to the Secre·tary
General.

1400

The Nission to the UN informed the Department
that the Secretary General promised to contact
the Cambodian authorities.

15001700

Department officials briefed members of the
House International Relations Committee,
Senate Foreign Relations Committee and House
Armed Services Committee.

1800

Following an NSC meeting, instructions were
given in the Dep2.rtment that,- as soon as the
Defense Depart.-uent reported >chat military action had begun to obtain the release of the ·
Mayaguez and its crew, the Department should
take th2 following ~cticns:
1. Send a message to all diplomatic posts to
inform other governments of the US decision to
take military action to secure the release of
the Mayaguez and its crew;
2.
Have senior officials inform key embassies
in Washington of this action.

1930

2000

•

After being informed-by the Defense Depar~~ent
of the beginning of the operation, senior officials in the Depart.rnent began calling key
embassies.
The US Hissi6n at the UN reported the Secretary General's written reply to the letter from
·the US Mission. Earlier, at 1900 1 the Secre- ,tary General's spokesman at the UN told the
press that he was making all possible efforts
to achieve a solution to the problem by peaceful means. For this purpose, he had com....uunicated

1

•!

....

~,

-. 4

with the US and Cambodian governm2nts, offered
them his good offices, and appealed to them to
refrain from further acts of force to facilitate a peaceful settlement.

2004

The Departlr<ent '"as notified of a Phnom Penh
broadcast announcing the decision to release
the Hayaguez and senior officials \·Tere immediate 1y info1.=-med.

2215

The Department instructed the US Mission to
deliver a message to the President of the UN
Security Council on US actions to secure the
release of the Mayaguez and its crew under
Article 51 of the UN Charter.

2250

The Liaison Office in Peking reported that the
message to the Cambodian e.'11bassy had been re- ·
turned.

2330

The US Mission to the UN reported that the Security Council had authorized distribution of
the letter from the US t-1ission.

Thursday, May 15

..

0030

The Department instructed all posts to inform
host govern~ents of the circumstances surrounding the President's decisions with regard to
the seizure of the Mayaguez.

0300

A message was sent to our Embassy in Bangkok
infonning it -that we were using Thai bases for
the Hayaguez operation and instructing the
Embassy to tell the Thai that "\ve \·7ould remove
the marines from •.rhailand when the operation
'\'las completed .

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

May 15, 1975
l'v1EMORANDUM FOR:

1vLA.X FRIEDERSDORF

THRU:

VERNLOEN

FROM:

CHARLES LEPPERT, JR.~

SUBJECT:

S. S. Mayaguez Incident - Report to Congress
·war Powers Resolution

[i/L

The report to the Congress on the S. S. Mayaguez incident were delivered on
May 15, 1975 to the following Members of the U.S. House of Representatives.
Member
Speaker Albert
II

Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.

(VL)
(CL)
O'Neill
(CL)
l\1cFall
(CL)
Rhodes
(CL)
};fichel
(CL)
Mahon
(DB)
Price
(DB)
Morgan
(CL)
Vli1son(Bob) (DB)
Broomfield (CL)
Cederberg (DB)
II

Recipient
left under door
Mike Reed
Rep. O!Neill
Rita Herald
Lee Prouty
Ralph Vinovich
Pers •• secy
Pers. secy
Connie Yesh
Pers. secy
Rep. BroorT'...field
Pers. secy

Time
2:04 a.m.
2:20 a.m.
11:09 a.m.
11:12 a.m.
11:15 a.m.
9:58a.m.
11:43 a.m.
11:40 a.m.
10:59 a.m.
11:42 a.m.
10:55 a.m.
11:44 a.m.

Place
Capitol Office
Reed's home
Capitol office
Capitol office
Capitol office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Rayburn HOB
Office

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

May 20, 1975

MEMO FOR:

PHIL BUCHE~

FROM:

LESJANKA ~

SUBJECT:

Executive Agreements

Attached is a draft transcript of my
notes of the meeting on Executive
Agreements last Friday.

/

3452X
MEMORANDUM
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

May 17,· 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

'

PARTICIPANTS:

President Ford
Senator Sparkman
Senator Case
Congressman Broomfield
Congressman Zablocki
Jack Marsh
Max Friedersdorf
General Scowcroft
Phil Buchen (only attended last part of meeting)
DATE AND TIME:

Friday, May 16, 1975
2:15p.m. -2:50p.m.

PLACE:

The Cabinet Room
The White,House

SUBJECT:

Executive Agreements

Senator Sparkman: Mr. President, we passed two bills for you today_:.·
both the authorization and the appropriation for refugee assistance.
The President: That is great. Now you've got the Turkish aid bill
coming up on Monday. Does it look good?
Senator Sparkman: I really don't know. Mike Mansfield is working hard
on it. With only 23 doubtful votes, we should be able to pass it easily.
The President: I called you down here today because I know both Committees are concerned about legislation which would require t.he President
submit executive agreements to the Congress for its approval. I know
both Bentsen and Glenn have introduced bills and. Clem, you and Doc
have one as well.
~ ·., ~
'

~-

,Q;
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Senator Case: Abourezk' s Subcommittee on the Separation of Powers
has been holding hearings this week on the Senate bills. I have not
submitted a bill of my own yet, but I expect the matter will also come
up in the Foreign Relations Committee. I am thinking of submitting a
bill that would require the Foreign Relations Committee to pass a
resolution in 10 days for any executive agreement submitted to it that
would determine any particular agreement is so important that it must
be brought to the full Congress for approval; the Committee would have
to act within 10 days to pass such a resolution. The Congress could
then act within 30 days, 60 days, or some appropriate time.
Representative Zablocki: Our bill is essentially the same in that it
provides that in an emergency the Committee must act withi.n 10 days.
Our bill also deals only with agreements that involve national commitments.
Senator Case:

I have not seen your House bill.

The President: I just wanted you all to know, at this early stage, that
I hope we can move very slowly on this type of legislation until we can
see how some of the things now in existence are working under this
Administration. I can tell you that there is a strong feeling in both the
State Department and Justice that this kind of legislation is not necessary. State Department feels that the Case Act has worked out very
well. I wanted to say to you today, very informally, that I think we
should work closely together on the details of this legislation. If
there appears to be such a strong feeling in the Congress that we have
to pass some kind of bill, I think we have to work very carefully on
this. I believe, in fact, that we have worked cooperatively so far, and
I want to avoid a confrontation, if possible. If, however, this is a
broad extension of Congressional powers, I hope we can slow down
the progress on the bill until our technical people can work with you
on it. Henry Kissinger is not here because he is meeting with the
Shah. The Shah is a very impressive man and I've enjoyed meeting
with him. [to Sparkman] John, do you have any comments?

+ fORb<
)
J

'

Senator Sparkman: I'm impressed with your statement, and I definitely
ink that we can cooperate in this matter and avoid any confrontation.

,;
~

:::a

nator Case: We couldn't have a more reasonable Chief Executive. I
ink we can work out a process whereby Congress can decitle if an
agreement is important enough to require Congressional approval, but
we will still have to address the problem that there is nothing we can do
if a President will not send an executive agreement to us. The thing
that got me going again was the incident of the Nixon-Thieu letters,
which weren't sent to us. I was also concerned about the economic

3

agreements signed at the Nixon Summit with the Soviets. We eventually
got these, but not for over a year. The State Department is very
reluctant to move in this area.
The President: Have you felt that we have not been helpful on this?
Senator Case: Not you, Mr. President.
Senator Sparkman: Cliff, is it your proposal that the President would
notify us of an agreement, sending it up normally, and then the Committee
will decide if it needs approval?
Senator Case: Yes, if the full Senate concurred with the resolution the
Con~mittee reported.' (to the President] As you know you are already
sending up all agreements so this is not a change.! am building on the
current legislation.
The President: [to Zablocki]

Clem, what do you think?

Representative Zablocki: Mr. President, you asked us to go slowly.
We do not mean to rush anything through. Chairman Morgan, I know
will want to hold full committee hearings on these bills and to work
closely with the Department of State. We would also be willing to arrange
it so the President could state any classification he saw necessary and
we could deal with the agreement accordingly. Mr. President, I want to
make very clear that we are getting executive branch cooperation, we
are receiving the executive agreements as we foresaw in the 1972
legislation. Our concern is that there are some executive agreements
that are as important as a treaty. If such executive agreements are
made, the Legislative Branch could not meet its obligations under the
Constitution. We also have to address the problem of individual agencies
making agreements with agencies of other governments, such as state ·
banks and so forth.
Senator Sparkman: The Spanish bases issue was one we remember well.
We thought that agreement should have been a treaty. I remember telling
Secretary Rogers and Alex Johnson at the time that when the time came
to renew these agreements it should be done in the form of a treaty. I
recalled that Bill Rogers objected very strongly to this. We were also
concerned over the agreements on the Azores, Bahrain, and Diego
Garcia. I do believe that if the respective committees were notified
of an executive agreement, we could decide whether we thougl:t it
needed confirmation or not.
fORIJ
~q
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Senator Case: Of course, we recognize the problem is what happens in
the interim between the signing of the agreement and the Congressional
decision to approve it or not.
The President:
in limbo.

Yes, clearly this procedure would leave many agreements

Senator Case: However, once foreign countries realize there is a cooperative effort that involves both the Executive and the Legislative
Branches, they can adjust to this and work with us just as smoothly
as they do now.
The President: [to Broomfield] Bill, what do you have to say?
Congressman Broomfield: Mr. President, I think this discussion was
very helpful. I didn't sign the original (Morgan-Zablocki) bili because
of the objections we have just heard. I definitely think we should slow
down our consideration of this legislation.
Senator Case: The difficulty is how to draw up language that is not too
restrictive but still has some meaning in it. I think, from his description, Clem's bill is very good. He is a genius at drafting.
The President: During the last 48 hours we have had an experience
that prompted me to want to talk to you about this to slow down the pace
of the legislation. My people in State and Justice believe that this legislation is unconstitutional and that the 60-day delay would prevent us from
acting decisively. These are the questions I'm getting. Therefore, I
thought that if we could have this exchange at a preliminary stage, we could
avoid any possible confrontation. If Congress decides to move ahead we
would want an opportunity to work together so that we don't have both
sides frozen in. We have had enough of that kind of confrontation with the Congress so I hope we can avoid it over this issue.
Senator Case: There is a shady area here we will have to address.
Do you remember Senator Symington's hearings on the Thai contingency
agreements? We, the United States, didn't see them as commitments
fOf
to go to war, but to the Thais it seemed to imply they c auld see it as • ~·
IJ l.,
involving an automatic U.S. response commitment. These kind of :
:
things really need careful scrutiny. I think some of our diplomatic \~
.:
people want to encourage foreign countries to believe that a commit"
ment indeed exists. For example, I am sure that President Thieu
was convinced that he had a firm dealo
•
The President: I think he did believe that under the circumstances
although I'm sure he recognized when Congress acted to prohibit any
U.S. military action.

r
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General Scowcroft: The converse of Senator Case's remark~ could
mean that the President might lose his position where he speaks for the
United States, where other countries see him as the voice of the U.S.
We cannot have a situation where other countries perceive the U.S. as
divided and not able to speak with one voice in foreign policy.
Senator Sparkman: Brent, this President is not that kind of guy. Other
Presidents do speak with that kind of authority and this is precisely the
danger we want to avoid.
Jack Marsh: Let me give you my perspective of how these things tend
to work in the Executive Branch, especially on how we act to keep
Congress informed. , I was in the Congress and now I've had an
opportunity to see things on the Executive Branch side. We have to
begin to look very carefully at the question of to what extent the
Legislative Branch is encroaching on Executive action, on the
responsibility the Executive Branch has under constitutional authority
to conduct foreign policy. We made a determined effort to co"mply
with the War Powers Act during the Vietnam and Cambodian events,
including the seizure of this ship. We did have problems on who
we should consult with. The language of the War Powers Act is vague
on who should be consulted. It simply says, "the Congress". We had
a long debate here and we are not yet certain what Congress expects
as compliance with these provisions.
I also want to point out that in a time of crisis, these legislative require-.
ments do act as
a
kind of deterrent on executive action and I think
we need guidelines to clear up these procedures. We did decide on
our own that we would inform 22 people, the leadership of each House
and the Chairmen and the ranking members of the Judicial Committees.
I recall that at one point during the Vietnam evacuation we had members
of Congress all over the globe to notify. It was a rather difficult task.
I am concerned that when we start to get criticism or complaints whether
we complied with the law, it tends to inhibit executive action to the extent
that Congress knows that a statute exists that limits executive authority
and, therefore, tries to assert its prerogative in the foreign policy area.
As you move into consultations during a crisis planning period, Congress
also wants to move in on the planning process and this starts to inhibit
Executive Branch processes. I can see a situation arising whereby the
War Powers Act consultations can lead to an assertion of a Congressional role in executive areas of action. We must distinguish•more
clearly between what the law requires and when the President jus
fO~
11
brings Congress in to inform them of what he has full discretion ·~o. c:,.

.
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In a cns1s the Executive Branch has to operate under great time constraints
and many problems of coordination. We have to coordinate extensively
with other agencies on their activities to be able to do an accurate and
adequate job of consultations. It. is quite a battle for us to get the necessary information to do a good job in keeping you informed. As you
consider the current legislation, you will want to consider this burden
on us and what it does to our ability to act in a time of crisis.
The President: In our meeting here Wednesday evening, the Speaker
mentioned the discussion in the House on Wednesday, which included
many demands for greater consultation. One member of the Congress,
who I will not name, indicated that he needed to be informed and consulted, but if I were to do this, one additional person always becomes
four, in that I would .then have to inform his counterpart in the other
party and his two counterparts in the Senate. This is a burden that can
go just so far. We have tried to be reasonable. I know some members
don't think that we have done enough. It is a mechanical and practical
problem but an important one.
Senator Case:

I haven't heard any such complaints, Mr. President.

Congressman Zablocki: It certainly wasn't me complaining, but I was
put in a bind because, of course, the press felt that I was surely one
member who would be consulted. Mr. President, I want you to know .
how hard we worked on Section 3 of the War Powers Act. We purposely
didn't spell out the consultation process because we thought that the
President needed the flexibility to respond according to the situation.
I, for one, would be satisfied if the 'President reached only one member
of the House if that is all he had time to do during a time of crisis.
The President: That is a very interesting comment, Clem.
interpreted that section as we thought best.

We have

Senator Sparkman: You mentioned your identifying 22 people to be
consulted, but I can tell you that on the Senate side, we are perfectly
satisfied if only the two leaders are notified and, if possible, also
Cliff and I, to whom the Committee has delegated such responsibility.
You used the phrase confrontation, Mr. President. I've told people
that I know of no confrontation with the Executive on this issue.
[Terry O'Donnell brings in a message for Senator Sparkman.

J
•

Mike Mansfield wants us back up in the Senate for a role call vote.

7

Senator Case: Mr. President, we are most grateful to have ·the chance to
talk to you today on this matter.
Senator Sparkman:

I am quite confident we can work this out together •

•
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

May 26, 1975

MEMORi\.NDUlvl FOR:

General Scowcroft

FROM:

Phil Buchen

tf ·.'ttJ' 15 •

Attached is a second letter from Senator Abourezk to
the President regarding the Nixon/Thieu correspondence.
I am sending a copy also to Monroe Leigh because of his
involvement before the Abourezk Subconrmittee.

Attachment

cc:

Monroe Leigh
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M"l.y 22, 1975
The Honorable Gerald R. Ford
The 1·/hite House
Washington, D.C.
Dear :Mr. President:
On Hay 2, I requested that you and the State Department furnish to
the Separation of Powers Subco:mm.ittee of the Senate Committee on
the Judicia...-y, copies of the letters of november 14, 1972, and
January 5, 17, and 20, 1973, sent by President Richard H. Uixon
to President Nguyen Van Thieu, in which President l'Tixon ma.'.(es
commitments regarding American assistance to South Vietna.::a. in
the post-settlement period; copies of the letters of November l l
and December 20, 1972, from President Thieu to President Hixon
regarding American assistance to South Vietnam in the postsettlement period; and copies of any other material or information
related to this correspondence and its substance. On Nay 12,
[ Robert J. :t<lcCloskey, Assistant Secretary for Congressional Relations for the State Department~ replied that rJ.Y request to State
had been for..tarded to t'hEi Hhi te House.

I

In ra...v letter to you, I as~ed that you respond by .M.ay 7 so that 11e
might make use of this correspondence irt our hearings on executive
agreements 'ihich vere held on May 13~ 14, and 15. Mr. Uilliam T.
Kendall responded on Hay 3 by ack..Tlowledging receipt of ey letter
a..."ld by promising to call ey letter to your early attention. D'.lriilg
two subse~uent telephone conversations, Mr. Kendall assured my stat~
that a response "WOuld be forthcoming prior to the hearings. Regrettably, that did not happen and follow-up phone calls to Hr . Kendall's
office have not been retu_~ed.
While we have completed the bulk of these hearings, they will resume
in mid-.Ju.11e with the testir.10ny of Honroe Leigh, Legal Adviser for
the Department of St~te.

Page ~ro
Hay 22, 19'(5

It is irn.pera.tiYe that _:ne_~av_e__ c:op_!5:.~ of the Nixon-Thieu co!"respondence
our use whe::t these be_ru::-~!lgs r.es~e, for completion of the hearing
record,--and.r"or-our further study of the whole problem of executive
agreeo.ents, particularly legislative solutions therefor. In view
ot: the inordinate time which has elapsed "":-ri taout a reply, I resfpectfUlly request ~hat you respond by June 5.

l for

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

May 27, 1975

MEMO FOR:

Phil Buchen ttl"'
Rod Hills
Ken Lazarus
Barry Roth

FROM:

Dudley Chapman /..)C.

SUBJECT:

Legislative Encroachments

For your information.

!

{

H4536

]}Jay 21, 1975

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD- HOUSE

(b) Except as provided in section 2, any sion, Oak Ridge, Tenn. Since 1950 and
proposed rule, regulation, or change de- until now he has been the public health
scribed in subsection (a) shall become effec- director for Palm Beach County.
tive 60 legislative days after the date of its
He took over the department when it
submission to the Congress as provided in
_::::a.,...,..----...:;;;==-------=-:-:-~uch subsection, or a.t such later time as may consisted of only a few employees and
OWER OF CONGRESS TO CONTROL
e provided in the rule, regulation, or change minimum equipment and built it to an
AGENCIES IN THE EXECUTIVE tself or in the report submitted therewith. institution of more than 300 employe<>..,s
BRANCH
SEc. 2. (a) No proposed rule, regulation, in 15 health clinics and ·community
L~~!!:::~~ _.'"""::':'::"-:-7'--:""=~ or change described in the first section of centers.
<Mr. DEL CLAWSON asked and was this Act shall be placed in effect if, within
Despite his busy schedUle he was
e:1'ven pe....,;~sl'on to address the House. the 60-day period described in subsection a.....·arded a diploma by th Am n·
• .....,
(b) of such section, either House of Congress. ,,.
.
. ~
e ~
for 1 minute, to revise and extend hlS adopts a resolution in substance disapprov- Board of Preventive Medicme. He 18 -a
remarks and include extraneous matter.) ing such rule, regulation, or change because. felloW:
the Ameri~an Public Healtll
ll;!r. DEL CLAWSON. Mr. Speaker, the it contains provisions which are contrary.·. Association, the Amencan College of Preconstitutional separation of powers is to law or inconsisteni with the intent of tbJ>.•·•ventive Medicine and the Royal Society
explicit. We will all agree that Congress Congress. or because it goes beyond the man.. o~ Health. He is member of Alpha Chi
is empowered to write the laws of the date of the legislation which it is designed· Sima Phi Si!mla Nu Sigma N:u Delta
land. And yet, I believe all of us in this to implement or in the administration of 0~~. the Am~rica.n School Health
_ note of mcreasmg
.
.
i n- which
lt is designed to be used.
A_
• t'
the p an Am encan
·
body have taken
(b) Nothing in this Act shall prevent the ~,.,socia 1on,
Medical . stances of blurring the clear definition of Congress, at any time during the 60-da.y pe- Associat~on, and. J:lle Florida Society for
these powers bY actions of agencies in riod described in subsection (b) of the flrst Preventive Medicme.
the executive branch. OnlY a few "horror section of this Act, from adopting a concurMany deserved honors have come his
stories" are required to persuade us that rent resoluti~n . spectll.cally approving the way. He holds the Meritorious SerVice
eterna,l Vigilance is the· price we must rule, regulation, or change involved; and Award, 1968, of the Plorida Public Health
upon the adoption of any such concurrent Association the Certifl.cate of ~. ogmP ay 1f we are not to relinquish the law- resolution
the rule, regulation. or change
.
'
.
writing function to a swarm of eager may become immediately elfective.
t1on from Alpha Kappa, and IS an }?.onorbureaucrats. Under the guise of "imple(c) The referral, reporting. and consider- ary_ member of the Florida Nurses Asmentation" they can wreak changes, · a.tion under this section of any resolution soc1ation.
..
..
build empires, soar to heights of imagi- with resepct to a proposed rule, regulation.
His comprehensive knowledge of pubnative mismanagement of the public or change in either House of Congress shall lie health has brought him teaching aPweal undreamed of in the halls of Con- be governed .by the Rules of that House pointments as adjunct professor of biogress when the original legislation was ~=!x,~:=~~= ~ other resolutions in _log~cal ~ciences at the Florida Atlantic
written and enacted.
.
(d) As'used in this Act the term "legisla- Uruvers1ty, as clinical associate profesWith increasing frequency we resort to· tive days" does nto inciude any calendar sor at the University of Florida, and as
legislation saying in effect "whoa" to day on which both Houses of Congress are field training preceptor at the University
prevent specific regulations from going not in session.
of North Carolina.
into effect: The directives are promuiSEc. a. This Act shall apply with respect
Among his numerous publications and
gated as a resUlt of legislation approved to all proposed rules, regulations, and papers were Community Responsibility
in the Congress with no intent to au- changes therein which (but for the provi- for Promotion of Positive Health among
sions of this Act) would take effect on or
.
thortze what emerges in the way ·o f after the first day of the first month which the AgJ.ng, the Development of Commuburdensome Federal red tape, disruption begins after the date of the enactment o! nity Health Centers, the Agricultural Miof the lives of individual citizens. and this Act.
grant, Hepatitis Epidemic in the Young
an<l the cost will be far less than tax expenditures for people at the upper end of the income scale. In this time of economic and
housing crisis, you can <to no less.

......

o!

a
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entire communities or costly wastefUl
resrulation by the executive branch.
We are putting, out bureaucratic brush
fires when what we need is an efficient
fire prevention system. I am introducing
today a bill which is intended to provide
such a system. The bill will establish a
method· whereby the Congress may prevent the adoption by the- executive
branch of rules and regUlations which
are contrary to law or inconsistent with
congressional intent or which go beyond
the mandate of the legislation which
they are designed to implement. For the
information of my colleagues the full
text follows:
A bill to establish a method whereby the
congress may prevent the adoption by the
executive branch of rules or regulations
which are contrary to law or inconsistent
with congres!sonal intent or which go beyond the mandate of the legislation which
they are designed to implement
Be it enacted by the senate and House of
Representatires of the United states of
America in congress assembled, That (a.)

whenever any officer or agency in the executive branch of the Federal Government (ineluding any independent establishment of
the United States) proposes to prescribe or
place in effect any rule or regulation to be
used in the administration or implementa.tion of any law o! the United States or any
program established by or under such a law,
or proposes to make or place in effect any
change in such a. rule or regulation. such
officer or agency shall submit the proposed
rule, regulation, or change to each House of
congress together with a. report containing
a run explanation thereof.

Drug-Oriented Society, and many more.
In his 25 years of public health service,
Dr. Brumback has already amassed a
BACK, PUBLIC HEALTH DIRECTOR lifetime's work of honors and accomOF PALM BEACH COUNTY, FLA.
plishments. His advice and counsel is
Mr. ROGERS asked and was given per- sought bY the county, the State, and the
mission to extend his remarks at this Federal Government. He has the respect
point in the REcoRn- and to include ex- . and admiration of his colleagues and
traneous matter.)
the community. But more than his acMr. ROGERS. Mr. Speaker, Thursday, complishmeilts, his unflagging zeal and
July 3, 1975, Dr. Carl L. Brumback will his sincere endeavor to help the poor and
be honored with a testimonial dinner by deprived make him a great human being.
the community he has so faithfully
In his years of service to Palm Beach,
served as the public health director of County he. was offered higher posts and
Palm Beach County for the past 25 years. greater financial rewards, but he always
Mr. ·Speaker, it is not unusual for a felt it his duty to pursue his conViction
Member of Congress to give just due and that public health and the delivery of
recognition to a distinguished constitu- qualified health services was his mission.
ent, but I believe that Dr. Carl BrumMr. Speaker, I would like to express the
back, who is affectionately known as the hope that Dr. Brumback will continue for
"Dean of Public Health," should be many years in the service he so outgiven special honors.
.
standmg'ly represented in Palm Beach
Dr. Brumback was born in Denver, County and in the State of Florida. Our
Colo. He attended public schools in Kan- Nation can be proud to honor and pay
sas. He earned his AB and his MD degrees tribute to one of its finest citizens.
at the U:riiversity of.. Kansas and his
MPH degree at the University of Michl.
TWO NEW 'WILDERNESS AREAS
gan.
NEEDED
·
h Arm
He served his country m t e
Y
<Mr. TALCOTT asked and was given
Medical Corps during World War II, as
chief of medicine in Kassel, Germany. permission to address the House for 1
He retired from the U.S. Army Reserve minute, to revise and ~xtend his remarks
as colonel.
and include extra9~bus ~tter.>
His public health career started in 1947
Mr. TALCOTT.,.~r. Speaker,-Ihave toas health officer in Laclede County, Mo. day introduced two pieces or;·,enVironH'e -then became Director of Public mentallegislatioJ:t which are of;-vltal imHealth for the_ Atomic Energy Commis- portance to the~rea I repre.S,nt, and

A TRIBUTE TO DR. CARL C. BRUM-
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TALKING POINTS FOR CONGRESSIONAL NOTIFICATION

I am calling to inform you on a classified basis, of certain developments
with regard to the seizure of an American merchant vessel by Cambodian
naval vessels off the coast of Cambodia yesterday.

The United States

has demanded the immediate release of the ship and its crew.

There has

been no Cambodian response to this demand.
As a precautionary measure, the President has ordered the
U. S. military forces to take certain actions:
-- to prevent the American seam.en from being transferred
from the vessel or the nearby island to the Cambodian mainland,
placing their lives in jeopardy and restricting our ability to rescue
them.
-- to prevent reinforcement from the Mainland of the Cambodian
forces detaining the American vessel and crew.
With these objectives in mind, the President has directed that U. S.
aircraft should attempt to stop the movement of Cambodian boats between
the ship or the island and the Cambodian mainland, and to prevent movement
of the ship itself.

Our military commanders have been directed to use the

minimum force required to achieve these objectives.

FYI - You may draw on, but not go beyond, the attached fact sheet in
answering questions on this subject.

""'

.

,.

'

-

Status of the U. S. Merchant Ship Seized by Cambodians

The S. S. Mayaguez, seized by Cambodian Communist forces, May 12,
is now about 20 miles outside the port of Kompong Som, just north of Koh
Tang Island.

The ship is dead in the water, and there is reason to believe

that most or all of its crew has been transferred to the island.

The ship

is being kept under surveillance by U. S. reconnaissance aircraft.
As a precautionary measure, several U. S. Navy combat vessels
have been ordered to proceed to the general area of Koh Tang Island.
The U. S. has requested that Phnom. Penh authorities have the ship
released immediately.

We have, so far, received no reply.

An NSC meeting was convened this morning.
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The United States

has demanded the immediate release of the ship and its crew.
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As a precautionary measure, the President has ordered the
U. S. military forces to take certain actions:
-- to prevent the American seamen from being transferred
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the ship or the island and the Cambodian mainland, and to prevent movement
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Status of the U. S. Merchant Ship Seized by Cambodians

The S. S. Mayaguez, seized by Cambodian Communist forces, May 12,
is now about 20 miles outside the port of Kompong Som, just north of Koh
Tang Island.

The ship is dead in the water, and there is reason to believe

that most or all of its crew has been transferred to the island.

The ship

is being kept under surveillance by U. S. reconnaissance aircraft.
As a precautionary measure, several U. S. Navy combat vessels
have been ordered to proceed to the general area of Koh Tang Island.
The U. S. has requested that Phnon1 Penh authorities have the ship
released immediately.

We have, so far, received no reply.

An NSC meeting was convened this morning.
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720 CouJM- AVENEW YOftK. N . Y. 10025

The Honorable Gerald R. Ford
President of the United States
The ~~hite House
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. President:

l

As a member of the House Public Works and Transportation Subcommittee,
and a Representative from New York City, I have a vital interest in the
decision regarding the introduction of the supersonic transport into
regular service. I am opposed to permitting these aircraft into
regular service, and hope that the decision by the FAA is based upon
unbiased considerations.
It is my understanding, however, that on January 19, 1973, former
Nixon wrote to the British and French Prime ~~inisters indicating
that he would do all he could to insure that the Anglo-French Concorde
supersonic transport be treated "equitably in the United States."
I am concerned that the Administration has therefore already made its
decision on the SST, and that the results of the formal proceedings
and tests \'lhich have been undertaken as part of the decision-making
process will not be the deter.mining factor in deciding the issue.

1 President

I therefore request that your office make available to me a copy
lfof this letter. I also \'Jish to know whether the position stated in
the letter regarding the treatment of the Concorde continues to be
that of the Administration.

S. ABZUG
Member of Congress

BelLA

BSA:csc

,

THIS STATIONERY PRINTED ON PAPER MADE WITH RECYCLED FIBERS

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

June 2, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

JACK :MARSH

FROM:

PHIL BUCHEN

1?UJ. 13 .

This is in response to your memorandUITl of May 26
attaching a letter to you from Paul Findley and your
reply.
Attached is a copy of the response I approved
for Monroe Leigh to send in reply to a letter from
Paul Findley similar to the one he sent you.
Do you want me to write a further letter to Paul Findley?

'

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
THE LEGAL ADVISER
WASHINGTON

Honorable Paul Findley
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C.
20515
Dear Mr. Findley:
Thank you for your letter of Ma.y 15 recommending that the
United States offer to join Car~odia in submitting to the
International Court of Justice the leaal issues involved
in the seizure of the Mayaguez.
Your suggestion is a thoughtful one, which has substantial
attractions, as the text of your statement to the House
of Representatives shows. However, .,.'le are, on balance,
disinclined to invite Cambodia to join in placing the Mayaguez
issues before the Court for two reasons.
First, we believe that we have vindicated u.s. rights under
international law by the action taken; with the release of
the ship and crew, there is no continuing dispute which,
from our viewpoint, the Court could usefully resolve.
It
should be noted in this regard that, to our knowledge,
Cambodia has advanced no legal claims against the United
States in respect of the Mayaguez incident.

\

Second, in view of the profoundly.negative attitude of~
Communist States to the Court, we see little possibility
that Cambodia would agree to submit the case·to the Court.
This attitude of Communist States is so well known that,
if we made the offer, informed observers might tend to dismiss
it as one we made confident that it would not be accepted.
We are reinforced in this view by the fact that Cambodia
has so far manifested no disposition to engage even in diplomatic communication, still less international adjudication.
Sincerely yours,

Monroe Leigh

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

May 26, 1975

MEMORANDUM TO:

PHIL BUCHEN

FROM:

Phil, I would be interested in your re c on to the attached.
Thank you.
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STATEt·1ENT OF r-:o~;RoE LEIGH
LEGAL ADVISER OF 'l'flE DEPJ-~.I<.'THENT OF STl\TE
TO THE SUI3COt·'u'iiTTL::E on I~~TERNi\.TIONAL SECURITY
AND SCIENTIFIC AFFAIRS

HOUSE

CO~~ITTEE

~~ednesday,

ON

INTER~ATIONAL

RELATIONS

June 4, 1975, 2:00 P.N.

Hr. Chairman, Hembers of the Committee:

I again

expre~s

my appreciation for the

opportunity to appear before this Subcomrnittee on
the subject of war pm·;ers.

I understand that the

focus of today's hearing will be on steps takeh
by the Executive Branch to comply with the "con-

sultation" provisions set forth in Section 3 of

the War Powers Resolution {P.L. 93-148).
...

Before turning to the subject of con-

sultation, I wish ·to make a brief reference to the(

report concerning the Nayaguez affair which the
President sent to the.Speaker of the House and to
the President Pro Tempore of the

the morning of May 15, 1975.
this

repo~t,

~enate _et:lrl~'.

in

·.

The preparation of

and of the three preceding reports,

in accordance with the War Powers Resolution, are

l

- 2 -

in my view indicative of the good faith effort
on the part of the

l~diuinistration

to ccrnply with

the reporting requirements s·et forth in the rlar
Powers ·Resolution.
I might add that it has frequently
been difficult to comply with the procedural
provisions in

Sec~ion

4(a} of the Resolution.

For example, Section 4(a} requires the President
to submit a writtcn report containing certain
specified information within a 48-hour period
to the Speaker of the House and to the President
Pro Tempore of the Sennte.

To comply with the

48-hour requirement in the last report Hhich

c6ncerned the Nayaguez affair, the President
had .to be awakened at 2 o'clock in the morning

in order to read and sign his report so that i t

could be delivered to the Speaker and the President l'ro Tempore of the Senate.

These deliveries

were made to the offices of the Speaker and
\ .

President Pro Tem at approximately 2:30 AN on

May 15

a~out

four hours before the expiration of

the 48-hour period.

-

3 -

Returning to the question of consul-

tation, I think that three points are of significance in cor.nection \·:i th the Hayaguez

affair:

{1) the Congressional leadership was

informed

of

the principal military operations

prior to the, actual com.'nencement of those
operations;

(2) the

Congr~ssional

leadership

did have an opportunity to express its views
concerning the impending military operations;

and (3} all views which were expressed by the
Congressional leadership either in the Cabinet
Room meeting on Hay 14 or in the

t\\'O

earlier

telephone contacts with the Nhite House staff

on Hay 13 and 14 were. coft'-:uunicated directly to

.

the President.

With respect to the par~icula~s of
the Executive Branch's efforts to adhere to

the consultation provisions in Section 3 of the
\

Har

Po·...:_ers Resolution, perhaps I should begin

by noting that although the Mayaguez incident

was a rapidly unfolding emergency situation,
four separate sets of co:r;.-r1unications. took place

- 4 -

betKeen the Executive Branch nnd the Con-

gressional leadership.
were carried out by

The first of these

~hitc

House staff officers

at the direction of the President on the evening
of !·!ay 13th between 5:50 PH and 7:20 PH.

One

contact, however, was not made until 8:20 PM

and another not until 11:00 PH.

Ten members

from the House side and 11 Senators "Jere contacted regarding the military measures directed
by

the President to be .subsequently taken to

prevent the Mayaguez and its crew from being
transferred to the Cambodian mainland, and to
prevent any reinforcement from the mainland of
Ca~bodian

and ·crevl.

forces

det~ining

the Mayaguez vessel

The individual views expressed by

each of the mernbcrs 'l.·rero.;: communica.ted to the
President.

Among the members contacted on the

House side were the Speaker, the Majority and
Minority leaders, and the chairman and ranking
\

Minority member of the House Committee on Inter-

" Relations.
national

-

-

5 -

At approximately 8:30 PM that same
evening, U.S. aircraft sank a Cambodian vessel

seeking to approach the Mayaguez.
first fire from

u.s. forc8s that

This was the

was directed

at Cambodian ships and forces during the entire
affair.
The second set of

cou~unications

took

place on the following morning, May 14, 1975,
between 11:15 Al·l and Noon.

At that time 11

members of the House and 11 Senators were con-

tacted and informed that 3 Car.1bodian. patrol craft·
had been sunk; and that 4 ot;hcrs had been imrnobilized'in an effort to prevent removal of the
Hay,;;guez crew to the mainland. · They \':ere also

in.foi:"med at tl1at time

(1)

that one Can1bodian

vessel had succeeded in reaching the
"possibly
(2)

that

~ith

tHe

some

first

u.s.
U.S.

_,

m~inland

captives abroad"; and

•

tJo·.T vessel, the destroyer
c

.....

escort, Holt, had arri·..rcd in the area.

The House rnembQrs and Senators contacted
included all of those thilt. had been contactod on

..

-

the previous evening.

6 -

Once again, each of the

individual views of the House members and Senators
was communicated to the President.
The third and fourth sets of communications involved State Department briefings and

the Presidcrit's White House meeting with the
Congressional leadership, respectively.

On

Nay 14, betv;een 3: 00 PH nnd 5: 0 0 PH, Departruent
officials briefed members of the House Intern.:~tional

Relations Committee, the Senate Foreign

Relations Com.'Tiittee, and the House Armed Services
Committee concerning the status of the Hayaguez
operation.

The fourth corrununication occurred

when. the PresidGnt met with the Congressional
leadership irt the Cabinet Room at the White Houseat approximately 6:30 PH on that same day..

At

that meeting.the President. personally.briefed

the leadership on the specific orders given by

\.

him for the recapture of the ship and the crew.
There was an active exchange of views concerning
..,
·the operations that had already taken place and

'

- 7 -

the operations that were lo take place later on the
evening of May 14.
It is my vie"'" that these communications
which involve information from the President

to the Congressionul leadership and views expressed
by the Congressional leadership being communicated
to the President -- were consistent with the provisions of Section 3 of the \·;ar Powers Resolution.
The Presidant is called upon to consult "in every .
possible instance."

I

rea l iz~

that

so~e

have argued

that the President could have done more to secure
the views of Congress prior to ordering the final
military action to recapture the Mayaguez and its

crew.

But one must consiner

t~e

other things that ·

the Chief Executive had to do to discharge his obligations under the Constitution.
extended at most from 7:30 hH

The period of decision
Honday~

,May 12 (4 hours

a f ter the seizure) to 7:30 PM Wednesday, May 14, a

period of about - 60 hours.

During. this period the

President set in motion the various diplomatic and
mi litary actions wh i ch resulted in the eventual
release of the vessel and crew.

He supervised the

mobilization of the naval and air strength

-

8 -

which were brought to bear on the situation; he
initiated the diplomatic efforts to reach the
Cambodian

govern.'l".t~nt

and to seek the assistance
li~

of the United Nationa .
decisions authorizing

th~

made the critical

military to take

hostile actions to prevent the ship and crew

from being taken to the mainland .

These were

his inescapable consti.tutional responsibilities
as commander-in- chief .

Despite these continuous

de1uands on his time, he

sa~.;

to it that four sets

of consultations were carried out

one of

which he personally carried out with the leadership.

Even in the light of ·hindsight, .I belie·.;e

that this was a remarkable effort by the President
to cooperate with the Congress during a time of

emergency decision maki.ng.

\

Intell"igence Agreements and Case Act Options for Senate Hearings
1.

Prior to the July 15 hearing, attempt to get an understanding from Senators Case and Sparkman that the Case Act
was not intended to apply to intelligence agreements.
Pro - this would provide the best possible response to
any questions on this subject from Senator Abourezk,
and would of

co~rse

be completely satisfactory from

the standpoint of the intelligence community.

The

legal argument of non-applicability would be solid.
Con - It is quite unlikely that Case and Sparkman would
'

agree to such an understanding.

Even should they

concur, Congress might well disagree, and decide to
legislate differently.
2.

State that Leigh and Rovine are only now beginning to
become familiar with intelligence agreements, that without
some further examination it is difficult to characterize
them generally, and that questions of possible Case Act
coverage remain to be decided upon.

Add that the Depart-

ment has only rarely treated agency level agreements as
international agreements within the meaning of the Case Act.
Pro - parries the question of past practice and future
intent, and delays a final decision until some of the
CIA furor has died down.

Keeps all options open.

Con - delay invites move by Congress to participate in the
final decision, or to legislate on
adversely.

Will make intelligence

- 2 Delay may be effective only for a month or two, at
which time we will be asked again for our views.
3.

Argue that under the National Security Act, the Director
of Central Intelligence is responsible for protecting his
sources and methods, and that under his separate statutory
mandate, Congressional review has been carried out through
other committees.

Historically, the Congressional review

channels for intelligence operations, including agreements,
have been quite apart from the Senate and House Foreign
Relations Committees.
Pro - avoids the politically difficult executive privilege
argument, while providing a decent, if not totally
persuasive approach to the question of Case Act
coverage.
Con - permits an easy response that the two approaches are
not in conflict, but at worse lead to some duplication.
Also there are other areas of double Congressional
review, including defense agreements and atomic energy
agreements.
~·

If absolutely necessary, argue that even if the Case Act
should be determined to apply, an issue of executive
privilege may arise.

Make clear that the reason for the

invocation of the doctrine would be the fact of such
agreements and the parties concerned, rather than the
substance of the agreements.

Pro - avoid disputes on coverage of Case Act; good chance
of having this upheld by the courts in event of
perceived conflict with Case Act;

(see

u.s.

v.

Nixon, 418 U.S. 683, at 706, in which the Supreme
Court appeared to accept within the doctrine "a
claim of need to protect military, diplomatic, or
sensitive national security secrets •••. "); in any
event, it is only way out in case of Freedom of
Information Act request.
Con - may be

somew~at

difficult to invoke the doctrine in

context of international agreements; difficult
politically; and might lead to adverse legislation.
(N.B.

The issue of executive privilege was raised at the

1971 hearings on the Case Act.

Jack Stevenson and

Senators Case and Sparkman had a discussion on the matter,
and Professor Bickel of Yale also raised the issue-- see
attached pages.

If you wish, I will have a memorandum

prepared on this topic.)
5.
\

Refer the questioner to the intelligence agencies, none
of which have ever transmitted intelligence agreements to
the Department of State Legal Adviser.
Pro - removes pressure from Department of State.
Con - ultimately futile as will probably lead to adverse
legislation; appears to be putting blame on
~··-

intelligence agencies or the President and
~

......

~~~io~D~
,:;/

~l

i ·'~,
)

.".b.

f

...,.~/

- 4 harden Congressional views.

Also, any legal view

received from the agencies will not be authoritative
on Case Act questions.
6.

Argue that the Case Act does not apply to intelligence
agreements and none need be transmitted to the Congress.
Pro - at least initially satisfy the intelligence community
and avoid possible disastrous consequences for
intelligence gathering.
Con - the legal argument is weak (based on notion of
agency level,agreements not being true international
agreements) and politically impossible.

Strong risk

of adverse Congressional reaction, including specific
legislative requirement that agency level agreements,
including intelligence agreements, be transmitted.
7.

Argue that the Case Act does apply and some intelligence
agreements must be transmitted, but only with adequate
security procedures agreed upon by the intelligence
community and the foreign countries concerned.
Pro - the legal argument is sound; Congress will of course
be satisfied, even with the need for widespread

\

agreement on security procedures.

Assuming such

widespread agreement, there should be little in the
way of adverse consequences.
Con - the intelligence community will not likely accept the
_.•ull[i·....

legal argument or transmission under

- 5'and such widespread agreement is impossible to achieve.
In any event, even one objecting foreign state will be
a target for criticism, thus endangering our
intelligence agreements with that country.

\
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August 6, 1975

MEMORANDUM
TO:

NSC - General Scowcroft
Major McFarlane
Mr. Janka
EA - Mr. Habib
S
- Mr. Bremer

FROM:

L

SUBJECT:

Treatment of Nixon-Thieu Letters

- Monroe Leigh 111\.·t,.....

As each of you knows, the Congress has shown
strong interest in securing copies of the so-called
Nixon-Thieu correspondence containing alleged "commitments" to the Government of South Vietnam.
Initially
the congressional criticism focussed on the fact that
this correspondence was being kept secret from Congress.
The later criticism, however, has focussed on the contention that since this correspondence embodied "commitments," it should have been supplied to Congress under
the provisions of the Case Act, which requires that
"international agreements other than treaties" be
reported either to the Congress or, in the case of
classified international agreements, to the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee and the House International
Relations Committee.
\

As you know, Secretary Kissinger, testifying
before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee shortly
after unauthorized disclosure of two of the Nixon
letters in the New York Times, took the position that
these letters were not international agreements but
statements of personal intention on the part of
President Nixon. Somewhat later, on May 13 when I
testified before the Abourezk Subcommittee of Senate
Judiciary, I was questioned about the Nixon-Thieu

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE

-2-

....
correspondence and took the same position. At about
the same time, Professor Louis Henkin of Columbia
University Law School, testifying before the Abourezk
Subcommittee, characterized the two letters which had
been released as statements of political intention
rather than international agreements.
Neither my
answer nor Henkin's has satisfied Senator Abourezk
and his colleagues, and there have been numerous
senatorial letters requesting copies of the correspondence or demanding that they be submitted to
Congress under the Case Act.
As Phil Buchen has pointed out, the CSCE
agreement which the President signed in Helsinki on
July 31 is an example, and a highly publicized one,
of an international accord which does not have binding
legal effect and which consists entirely of declarations
of political intents.
In fact, the final act at
Helsinki includes a provision, which in effect states
that the Helsinki Accords are not eligible for registration as an international agreement under Article 102 of
the United Nations Charter.
The point is that it is not unusual in international intercourse for nations to adopt statements of
political intention which do not rise to the level of
international agreements.
~
It may be useful, therefore, in ·responding
to future demands for the Nixon-Thieu correspondence not
only to state that they constitute no more than statements of political intention, but also to point out that
the Helsinki Accords resulting from the CSCE belong to
~he same category of diplomatic instrument.
\

cc:

White House - Mr.

Buchen~

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
THE LEGAL ADVISER
WASHINGTON

August 15, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. BUCHEN
THE WHITE HOUSE
FROM:

Monroe Leigh

1/J{/

I enclose for your information a Xerox copy
of the preliminary transcript of my testimony
before Senator Abourezk on July 25.
The references to the Nixon-Thieu letters
appear on the following pages: 431, 432, 433,
437, 438, 440, 441.
The references to the intelligence cooperation arrangements appear on the following pages:
431, 432, 435, 436, 445, 452, 453.
Needless to say, I will be happy to discuss
this with you at your convenience.
I am sending copies of the transcript to
John Warner at CIA and to John Brock at DIA,
calling attention to the passages relating to
intelligence cooperation arrangements.

Enclosure:
As stated.
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1

~xecutive

2

Agreements

3

Friday, July ?5i 1975

4

5

6

United States Senate,

7

Subcommittee on Separation of Polimrs,

8

of the Committee on the Judiciary,

9
10

Washington, D.

The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:15 o'clock

11

a.m., in Room 2228, Dirksen Senate Office Building, the

12

Honorable James Abourezk (Chairman of the Subconmittee)

13

presiding.

14

Present: Senator Abourezk (presiding).

15

Also present: Irene Margolis, Staff Director; Carl

16

c.

Tobias, Counsel.

17
18'

19
20

Senator Abourezk.

The Subcommittee hearings will cone

to order.
Today, the Subcommi t·tee on the Separation of

Po·:~e.cs

:21

resumes its hearings on the use of executive agree::-,ents by the

:22
'

President to conclude international agreements.

24
'25

Hr. Monroe

Leigh, the Adviser for the State Department, will testi~~- ~;::oe;

this morning.
I want to thank you,

·

~rr.

Leigh, for returning to

{.';

~\

~

1

1

Subcommittee so that we could exr:lore some of the areas we

2

could not address for various reasons when you testified during

3

Hay.

4

If ! might, I would like tc briefly summarize my

5

understanding of your previous testinony.

I take it that your

6

major objection to the Glenn and Bentsen bills is a

7

constitutional one.

8

limit a sole presidential constitutional power; and secondly,

9

you object to the use of a concurrent resolution to veto an

First, that Congress cannot legislate to

agreement.

10

With regard to the practical problems that you raise, you

11
12

cited the bill's applicability in time of war, and the

13

uncertainty created by the 60-day time period and

14

Congress already has a sufficient negative reaction through thel

15

appropriations process.

t~1e

fact that

.16

You recormnended that instead of attempting such a--- broad

:17

approach to the problem that particular substantive areas of

:18

agreements should be addressed in separate legislation.

You

.also suggested greater executive-legislative cooperation

'

20

through expanded 175 procedures whereby the Assistant

21

Secretary of .State would provide relevant committees regular

22

and detailed briefings on developments in their areas of

23

responsibility.

.

~~

;,

24
25

And finally you concluded that any change .in t!"l.t;f.;.,

\ ·-"...
\,~

allocation of power by statute would be

~1

~I

/

unconstitutiona~d

a

i

I

I

I
I

constitutional amendment would be required.
Is that a fair. statement, su".TIIllary of your previous

!

statement?

!.

i

I
"i
.j
!

;o

l2
l3

l4

15

16
17
18

19
20

21
22

23

25

STATEHENT OF HONROE LEIGH, LEGAL ADVISER FOR
TREATY AFFAIRS, UNITED STATES

[

DEPART~ffiNT

OF STATE

ACCOHPANIED BY: ARTHUR lr?. ROVINE, ASSISTANT LEGAL
ADVISER FOR TREATY AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Mr. Leigh.

Yes, Mr. Chairman, I think i t is.

Senator Abourezk.

~

~

Is there anything that you would like

to add at this time before we get

Mr. Leigh.

into some questioning?

l'lell, Hr. Chairman, I do not think of anything

that I heed to add at this stage, but if after the questioning,
0

it appears that there are some things that might be

1

elaborated ~ from

2

opportunity to add that ~ to the record, if that is agreeable?

our point of view, then I would like the

-Senator Abourezk.
4

Yes, it is.

Nm.;, with regard to some other testimony that

'!tiC

have had ,

5

Professor Henkin admits to a limited category of sole

6

executive agreements made on the President's ovm constitutional

7

authority.

8

19

Hovrever, he is troubled by this category for several
,reasons .

It would depend · on the authority of a single person.

20

There vTas no explicit mention in the Constitution of the pm-1er .

21

to make them.

~

agreements is uncertain, and he makes them essential under the

2

23

24
25

The scope of the authority to make such

foreign affairs pov1er.
Nm., , in light of this, is the Congress
establish a framework within ,.,hich

~-

417

this limited power under the "necessary and proper" clause?

Mr. Leigh.
testimony.

I have to say that I have not seen Mr. Henkin'

I know his writing.

books 1n this field, and I have

He has written one of the best
~reat

scholar and as a professor of lmv

respect for him

a~

a

and as in fact a former

colleague in government.
I do not think I understand the argument that is made, but
even so, insofar as there are constitutional difficulties, I
do not see that legislating under the "necessary and proper"
clause is going to be an appropriate method ~c reating a
restriction on the President's pm·1er now.
One of the difficulties in this area, frankly, is that
because we do have a system based on separation of pmvers and
because the Founding Fathers did not see fit to try to draw
precise line~~ there is always an area which has to be

-

worked out bet...'leen the executive and the legislature in
succeeding generations, and we are in one of those periods now
i.M. ~..r"'
-where the points of friction have obviously become a great deal
heightened over what they have been in most

periods,~.

Nevertheless, I think it is up to the executive and the
legislative branches to try to work out a viable method of
cooperation.

This is a point which is made in Justice Jackson'

concurring decision in the Steel Seizure case, and I
~v

C.. . _,

~~f.tba valid point\.
Senator Abourezk.

I was not aware that there was an, ___ _

6

deal of

va~ueness

in how the separation of powers was drawn.

Do you not think that congressional authority is the proper

.

2

exercise of Congress to preserve our authority in foreign
affairs and in usurpations by

4

tP ~

executive and give the Senate

the final say as to whether its own consent to an agreement is
necessary?
If we took your theory, would we not be abrogating our
own power?
Mr. Leigh.

9

I think the Congress is- perfectly entitled to

~0

legislate as its understanding of its appropriate role under

ll

the Constitution.

There is no doubt about that.

The difficulty I have here seems to b.e more fundamental.
There is not agreement as to what is the scope of, for example,
the most controversial power of all, the commander-in-chief

15

power.
Hm-1, probably we L~oul d get agreement w_ithout too - much

16
).7

controversy that the President can conclude a cease-fire

18

agreement, ~ direct

9

c~

his commanders in the field to conclude such

an agreement, but there are other things which Presidents

in

• 0 • the past have done as conunander-in-chief which have not alHays
•1

been so lacking in controversy, and that is the grey area.

2
* '

\'ihen Professor Bickel testified before the predecessor of
this present Committee, he took the position that it was
i

.

.

.

0

.

C" \

:t'? OSS1blc to define with exactitude the scope of t.n e P.res1den' s

-

POHers as commander-in-chief, and I think that I agree with tha

general •1iewpoint.
to be exercised

~'le

have to have a specific example of power

n.a.:r

and to focus on ~ in relation to the

constitution to make a determination.
But to decide in advance a. :.)riori, so to speak, \-lha+. the
scope of the President's powers as

•

•

,uy)

......

commander-~n-ch~ef ~

~s

extremely difficult.
Senator Abourezk.

Now , if we were to carry

you~

argument

~

that Congress is powerless to interfere with the President's

~

constitutional power to enter into an executive agreement to i t

!O

logical conclusion, then under your argument Congress could not

,1

withhold funds to implement such an agreement.

2

3

Mr. Leigh.

No, I have not gone that far.

Is that correct
It may be that

there are some areas in \-lhich it would be unconstitutional
for Congress to withhold funds, but take the very controversial
area regarding base agreements abroad.

The President makes the

typical base agreement, which gives us the right to establish
facilities, but no obligations in connection with them, and
thereafter Congress disapproves of that kind of involvement
g , and wishes to deny the funds for constructiqg the facility.

t0

I have no doubt that Congress has the clear pm·Ter to
withhold funds, and I see no constitutional objection to their
doing so, and in fact I think that is the principal safeguard
for Congress' role in this difficult area.

24
25

Senator Abourezk.

But it kind of makes it

tC'-· Fo~.;
inconsiJ~ent,

though, your statement that Congress has no pmmr to int:

.

rp)

~1

4.lU

l

with

Mr. Leigh.

2I

b.

execut~ve

agreements.
I

said that Congress has no power to interfere

with the President in the negotiation.

4.

Senator Abourezk.

I agree \':i.th that.

I think that l-,e has

6

the sole authority to negotiate, but then to carry out, to make

6

the agreement, I think they are t\,10 separate things. I do not

r8

know that we ever cleared that up in our last dialogue.

9

remember our colloquy on this.

Mr.

Leigh.

Hell, /frankly

;4f, Mr.

Chairman, I do not

I think my· vie\<1 has ah1ays been

that there are certain areas in which Congress cannot restrain
a President from making certain types of agreements.

For

example, a recognition agreement is one which I think the

l3

Congress could not restrict the President from making.

l4

the pm-1er to receive ambassadors is an independent,

ls

·-

.constitutional power.

l6

Senator Abourezk.

I think

But I think also He agreed, in your

l?

last testimony, that while the President has the sole pO\·ler to

l8

negotiate, that is probably to prevent 535 negotiators from

l9

i

20

pm·rer to make an agreement resulting from that negotiation does

~1

and really has to have the consultation and, in this case, in

22

the case of treaties, consultation of ·the Senate.

23

think that is p·robably a · good idea to do that.

And that is \'lhy that is provided.

2.4

po\Tcrs are pretty clearly defined.

25

disagreement with that?

Ho\·rever, the

I think that those

Do you have any basi=

J

I~.

l
2

Leigh.

~fuen

you speak of consultation with the

senate, I assume you mean tl1e process in the Constitution of
advise and consent,
SE::n~tor

4

~~o,

Abourezk.

I absolutely agree with that.

Hhy do 7::·11 dra\<1 the distinction then

5

between \'that you call the executive agreements and notice of

6

treaties?

r

Why should there be any difference?

Mr. Leigh.

\•Jell, I think that this is the constitutional

8

development which has occurred since the very beginning of th is

0

It is con~ti tution 1
4-'_~~.uvW
in the same sense that the British spea k of/\.t-,.e prac tice as
system of government that we operate under.

being constitutional.

llu...

~ mjn Hho drafted the Constitution

~

AMLv-1

a~S=every ~

who made the first executive agreements -- and I personally h av
no doubt that it was their understanding from the very
5

beginning that there \'rould be certain types of international

6

8

agreements \•Thich \'IOuld not be presented as treaties_. but I'
Ttt.- '6k.~ e.c~ (r
-~
~
aas~~Q ~f e9~rse ~Aa~)since that remote da~) .we frequently ~
4~'-1<
the same thing, ~ specifically f efieu±d sa¥-, in the Belmont

9

case and the Curtis-~'lright case.

7

0

\

Senator Abourezk.

Although none of the bills

\'Te

are

1

considering -- and you indicated this when you appeared in 1-lay

2

that none of them can be read as a grant of authority to the
President upon which he can conclude the executive
I f once again your statement "ere to control, could

agr~ nt s.
0

r:~·..t~e<t"~

·P resident conclude all agreer.tents including treaties as

'"!)

_./

0

l
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executive a-greements in order to avoid the ratification process.

e

11r. Leigh.

I do not think I said anything

~ my

~

testimony that indicated that I went that far.

4

willing t:o ackno't'tledge that it i::l a difficult thing to

6

~

6

agreement .

prior

I am perfectly

c.e fine
I .

te uhab the difference i1;t between a treaty and an executive

I think that the principal difference is the significance

8

of the subject matter and the degree to which the implementatior

9

o.f the agreement requires municipal law irnplementation,.-and by

LO

that I mean domestic implementation within the United States.
~~~

Ll

Quite clearly we could not make an agreement with the
1\

~

I

12

United Kingdom to punish such-and-such conduct as/\ criminal

13

offensefAby roak ~ng an executive agreementA

14

is any question about that.

((J¥,,,Q.;,.d2.tj

..

11-_

1

~'· \

.11-'l.b .

I do not think ther

The President would have to bring

that kind of an agreement to the. Senate and seek their...--advice

1?

~ vu~ a..,e, ... o-tand consent before he could ratify it ~
,_ · . ;z::;..,...
($.':'. ,O...U\.Cb
\A.Itt'
""
(
~~~ ~~V'e.A......C.&.~ if'--'-'-d- JC.t~Qd
Senator Abourezk. Mr . Leigh , w~at exists now to prevent

·J:a

any President from concluding that any agreement he makes is an

II

19
,

20

~xecutive
~tr .

agreement and not a treaty?
Leigh.

Is there anything?

I think that there is a constitutional

21

tradition that constrains in the first place-the examples of

22

what has been treated as a treaty in the past and what has not ,

23

~reaties

24
25

of alliance, for example.

- ~<'

-~
think

~econdly,f\I

functioning of

~/\system

that this is reassuring in tll8
based on, separation of

powers~j,1 i3

,

4.l.:S

the political constraints which he knows he has to face.
Sena.tor Abourezk.
political constraints.

l'lell, he has not been bothered yet by
l·fuat if a President decided that he

would not follow the constituticr1al conditions, or he juGt said
everything I do is an executive agreement, and therefore the
senate can go to hell, which he has done on a number of
occasions, incidentally.
1-lr. Leigh.

If the President did that, the Congress'

remedy is to refuse funds for implementation, if that is
necessary, or they can impeach the President, if they thjnk
that he is transcending his authority.
Senator Abourezk.

So the only deterrent is a political

one, not a legal one?
Hr. Leigh.

l·7ell, I do not agree with that because you

see the courts are not ruling themselves out of this.

--

The

courts consider whether an agreement is appropriate under the
President's constitutional pmver.

They are perfectly capable

of saying that this particular agreement was made, and the
President did not have the authority to make it.
Senator Abourezk.

I am not a\vare of any court decisions

which have said that this agreement is a treaty and therefore
should go through the. ratification process, and i t is not an
executive agreenent.

I

Mr. Leigh.

~fo

tJ

t·7ell , but in the Capps case, Judge Farker o\
:o'

~

the Fourth Circuit quite clearly .stated that an execu~,

agreement could not constitutionally be made to control the
flow of potatoes between Canada and the United
•

States~~

f'dmittedly the Supreme Court acted on a somewhat different
basis \vhen they considered the Capps case.
Nevertheless, there is a clear statement in Judge
Parker 's opinion. I recently have been involved in litigation
right here in the District of Columbia where the same question
arose, and I think that the lawyers on all sides, and I think
that the judges on the bench agreed that there could easily

0

be cases in which the President had. transcended his authority

1

in making an executive agreement.

2

would go so far as to say that this should have been a treaty.

I am not sure that a court

They do not need to go that far.
I think that what they vmuld say is, we find the
~

...,~

.

..;:e.~r~

executive agreement invalid, ao it falls in-to the -e'x:e~±-~,

--

(..e. ~.

16

a.nd--they fia¥e to find some other vmy to do what they \vere

17

trying to do.

18

Senator Abourezk.

Do you call that the Capps case?

19

Hr. Leigh.

20

The Circuit Court opinion in this case is under the style

Let me see if I have the citation.

21

of United States v. Guy ft7 . Capps_, and it is

22

655.

23

Senator Abourezk.

2o4

FecJ.-~ ~)_.,,d

The note here said that that

\'la.~.f'~

~

CD

24

Fourth Circuit case which invalidated an executive agretment .~1

25

with Canada which all0\1ed the importation of Canadian pota~s.

1

I
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3

1

one of the.grounds for the court's position was that regulation

2

of foreign commerce lay exclusively within Congress' legislativ
jurisdiction and that precluded self-executing executive
agreements in this area without

4

~ongressional

sanction.

vlhat if it were not in the area of potato imports?

5

Nmv, I

6

think that

?

as it has gone, that a particular type of an agreement cannot

8

be made into an executive agreement.

9

constraints are there upon a President who might choose to make

'VIe

have probably established \\7 i th this case, so far

~hat

other legal

what would ordinarily be a treaty into an executive agreement?
.Hr. Leigh.

Well, if you want to focus on the question of

Congress' pm•rer to regulate in the sense of legislating with
co~nerce,

l3

respect to foreign

[4

a very complicated area.

~5

international

6

Host of the things, most of the

agreemen~s

President pursuant to a

then i t seems to me you get into

in this area are concluded
p~ior

by~the

legislative authorization.

\

Take the question of reduction in tariffs.

?

8

have
·•

~

F.ll of these

bee~

foreseen by the reciprocal trade legislation which
~\.cUJ-tA
been~
over the years since 19 34. Those measures

0

authorize the President to negotiate reductions in tariff on

l

a reciprocal basis and thus the tariff \·rhich is imposed

j
-

o...f-lTu. C.\..U}~)

thnv'\L-

t'l<l.

~ita 1:-

borders the United States :i:-ft efte- :pri:neipal!s-hoc:::!e are the tariffs
\'lhich have been negotiated by the President purs,.lant to a
congressional delegation of power.

15

~

.

l.
{"'
a:; I

I am quite obea$ that if the President did not follow t

I
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procedures which Congress had specified in its delegation of

(-t.,.,.:tfrM.-tt/:k

~

legislative po'\'7e~ , that a court \'7ould clearly hold that the

S

resulting action was invalid and would not have legal effect,

1
~

5

and there have been many such ~a~es in that field, many such
cases.
Well, to come back to my earlier point, you really have

~

to pin dm'ln the exact example that you have in mind and try

a

to fit i t into the constitutional framework •

•o

.
h
2

b
l4

ts

l:
18

l9
20
21
22
23

24
25
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l
I

Senator Abourezk.

1

Actually, \·rhat I was trying to determine

2

is, v1hat are the legal constraints?

j

political constraints.
Mr. Leigh.

4

5
6

7
8
9

gave.

You keep talking about

Well, -=.his is a legal constraint, the orAe I jus

It is a legal constraint.
Senator Abourezk.

But \'lhat if there was no prior statute

authorizing some kind of an agreement to be concluded?
Hr. Leigh.

\·Jell, here again, you have to go into what the

~
subs tan~t:v~
· i\ matter
is.

Let us say it \'las a question of a P::-esiC:Lnt

10 negotiating with East Germany for an exchange of convicted spies;
11

and the President, in order to make this arrangement, had to

12

agree to pardon a spy who had been convicted in this country

l3

and was being held in prison.

I

think the President, perfectly

14. clearly, has the independent power to pardon.

He does not

15 . require any kind of legislative authorization to exercise that
16

power in order to effectuate an exchange of prisoners of the

17

sort that

18

~vhen

I

have talked about.

you are in the field of foreign commerce, you get

19 \the complicated doctrine of preemption.

in~

Sometimes, it has been

20

said by the Supreme Court that if Congress has taken no steps

21

to occupy the field in a particular area,

22

move in-to that area, and what he determines becomes a perfectlY

23

valid exercise of Presidential power in

24
25

by Congress.

~~~n

ti1~

the President may

absence of

r:· :,
...,

c!ct ·..."'?

W

If, on the other hand, Congress has moved into the

~

,

~

I

l

and

I

p
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W4

ha~legislated with respect to the regulation of foreign

commerce, then it is a very diffe"ent question as to what the

~

President can do.
Se;n~tor

4

Abourezk.

You

furt~!f~r

testified that

Congr~ss

can-

not make significant change in the allocation of power by simple

I

statute.

6

?

Yet this legislation that we are considering does not

seek to change the allocation of power, but rather to establish
a framework within which each branch
pmvers.

9

10

exercise its · respectivc

Do you disagree or agree with that constric-tion?

Mr. Leigh.

ll

c~,

I really disagree with that,

H.t'.

Chairman.

I

think that, obviously, it is intended that the President's powe

..

to conclude, for example, a cease-fire agreement must be held

I)

l3

abeyance for 60 days while the

propos~d

agreement

li~s

befor9

Congress, during \'lhich time Congress would have the po\-ler, i.f

l5

this legislation is constitutionally valid, to negative- the
President ' s proposed agreement.
I
So , focusing just on this easy question of power to

J

conclu~e

a cease-fire agreement, it seems to me that it is an attempt

19

l>Y the Congress to legislate,-to handle by

2')

Which they

..

•• ..

22
~!

.....
*

..

~

~

l

c~,ot

statut ·~...-a

matter

take away from the President, 0 ecause it is a

constitutional preroga.ti ve~ .
Senator Abourezk.

There is a widespread spaculation that

Congress is not receiving confidential or classi fi ~d o~
al
r e~<:)

,. ments and informal agt:eernents undar the Case Act.

knowledge,

are all such

catcgorie~

To

1-·

0

I
I

c;'

,... r

'
of agreernentn new being

~

I
san~

--.....:___

, 1

to the Congress

2

l-1r. Leigh.

the Case Act?

~~der

Since our last appearance here, \ve have gone

3

back to some of the assurances that we have from other agencies,

4

.;..nd there are a nuri\ber of areas w!lich \ve have to explore. :i.n

6

greater detail.

6

we had been successful in obtaining copies and passing judgment

7

on every agreement which was required to be sent to the Congress

8

under the Case Act.

9

be exploring over the next few weeks to determine whether there

At the time I was here before, I t.J.'-lought. that

'l'here are now two or three areas which I "''i 1

lO may not be a few additional agreements.
;t l

l2

~'&&·

Lv

I do not think there .is #Y significant numbe r

and let me say also that I do not think that tha subject matter

l3 these agreements is significant.

f

Nevertheless, there may besom.

0.4 which, in the implementation, we have simply not shaken out of
15

the woodwork, so to speak; because there are so many agencies
that make certain kinds of arrangements with their counterparts
at the agency level in other countries.
Senator Abourezk.

The Case Act does not make any distincti n ·

between
significant and insignificant, though·.
\
20

Hr. Leigh.

No, but it usas the term international agreeme:r •

21

Senator Abourezk.

22

Mr. Leigh.

~~ether

it is significant or insignific- .t?
.
But :t\mke:~~ Hr. Rovine is pointi g l

M-Pt~~:: '

No~

23

to the House Committee report on this,

24

cl~ar that the Congress does not

25

At the sam& time, ;;e would wish to have transmitted

Wfu4t

~d

it says that it is

to be inundated ~~ t~~~

al~gree#rs
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II ~f

1

any signi"ficance in the guidelines which we laid do\orn in the

2

{ush let~er, which was sent by the former Deputy Secretary of

:·

state to all ·other agencies in the Executive Branch.

.ie did say

that this was one of the criteria \vhich we would look to in
~

determining \vhether it was a reportable international c:;.greernent.

,.

Senator Abourezk.

11

·;

1

I would like to invite your atten-=ion to

section il2 (b) , Hr. Leigh, of that Act. "The Secretary of State
l
1

shall transmit to the Congress the text of any international
agreement other tha.Tt a

tr~~ty

such

as practicable after

to which the U.s. is a party, as soe>n

agreemen~

is entered into force with

I

•

respect to the

...., I!'
='
.4

:·1r. Chairman.

...
.
(

and

I remember once hearing a discussion of

hav~

in

th~

&~d

library?

the first

.,

.. '

..

..

~

~he

ques~ion

you

h~va

to

decide is, what is a book? (!S ~e sh:;; of paper a b~~
p~phlet

a book?

s~~e

~..~~·

'in my ~~-!t.

~o Tr~aties

sort of thing here.

I gave

~

~ exa~p

Suppose that Hr. Ravine receives an
office, asking to subscribe

and o·::.her International Acts series.

~o be treated as an international agreer.1e.nt?
~'

Is a

Is it every title?

ordar, from the British stationary

...'

II

definition of a book., because i-t.--Gome.s-ou-:t.., )tow many books do

And you have tha
: I

later 60 days thereafter.

no

v7ell, I certainly understand that language,

Hr • Leigh.

you

'

u.s.;

order for a subscription to a

public~tio~.

Is that going

It is no more

'-• t(J-f

-

:v~ do not thinle"

that that is tha kind of thing that the C.;..se Ac~ an'.braces.

Senator Abourezk.

th~Yl

\·lell, I · guess there is a problem

~"

e
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'
1

2

leaving discretion to the exe.cuti·i7e, because President Nixon
did not think that his agreement

·~ith

President Thieu of South

Vietnam \'las good enough to transmit to the Congress.
is the p:·oblem with discretion
5

6
7

8
9

10
11

1~.ke

that.

magazine subscription up.

I

14

so I am not

~~ce

that

do not wGmt to send a

think that leaving i t to the sole

·Executive, :.he term of \·rhat is significa.."lt a."ld what is not
significant, .:.s not the best thing under the terms of the Case
1\ct , cr under the conditions of 'l:lha.t

would like to get done.

w~

'l'hat is reviavl of executive c;.greeraent:s.
Mr .

Leigh.

Nay I m&ke the poin":, though

.

.,.
12 not seen Professor Henkin's ._ es -~mo:::1y,
13

~·Je

\-lhile i t mc..kes good copy to say, \vell,

A.."lcl that

I

--

although I h=.va

undsrstE.Ild thc:"t

\'Ihen

he went before this Committee, he took the position that the
Nixon-Thieu letters , which appeared in the New York •rimes 1 \'l~re

15 not international agreements; ,.,hich is the same posi tioh that I
the t\'lo that appeared.
16 would take , on the basis of
\
I

~he

I'here are al

1?

kinds of things that Presidents do in

18

policy \'lhich are not internatio:::al o..greements, but are pe:=sonal

19

statements of intention.

20
21
22

•. "'

Senator Abourezk .

The gradations are almost infinite.

Hhat about intelligence agrsemE:!!lts, so

far as agreements that are being sent up under the C~se Act, so
])
far as CIA, BIA, and NASA are concerned?
A-.::e they all being sent up?
I•1r . Leigh .

2.~ 1: which
25

conduct of foreign

I

t~e

have not sent a."ly to date.

This

am no\'/ re-examining, and on 'l:lhich we w'.tii be a.Jt la tc

a decision in a few weeks.
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•
Senator Abourezk.

Congressman Aspin of Hisconsin has

referred recently to 29 agreements which are confidential agreements.

Are these confidential agreements as has been referred to -

have th.cy been sent to
~

Mr. Leigh.

Congres~

'.Jnder

Case Act?

~~e

Absolutely, -H r. Chairman.

I

am astonished by

~

the statement as it was quoted, @

"

the statemsnt that they had not been sent to Congress.

Congressm~~

- when

Aspin mad e
\1e are

required by the Case Act to provide the agreements, and to

~ rcr 1~ ~.-('- J

provide -&~ agreements, not technically to the Congress, but
rather to two designated Committees.

)n

And that is

exac~ly wh~t

1 wa did, and this is where the number 29 comes from.
I
~

testified in May that there had been 29 such agreements,

I 'vlhich we had sent to the two Committees, and we believe thc:.t
that is exactly what the statuta contemplates.

-

Hr. Tobias.

.r

1

Hr. Leigh, you mentioned the Nixon-Thiau

correspondence, and you said that, in your opinion, ·:.hat •..vas not

an international agreement.
Hr. Leigh.
~ou

I

t.Vhat do you consider that to be?

stated -- a.."'l.d if I may slightly cor:r.:;ct what

said -- I did not consider the t\io \-lhich appeared in the New

York Times to be international agreements.

.. ...

I

would characteriz e

p

~e se

as statements of personal intention on the part of the

?r esident.
!·lr.

..

Tobias.

But the President is the chief of the

'·!'i..:lch , a1·1d the commander-in-chie f , and has all of ths
POr~<; ra that you proclaim so hignly.

ri...'"'ld

yet, in
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1

you denigrate his authority to make commitments.

2

Mr. Leigh.

Well, in everyday intercourse with the rest of

the human race, you and I are constantly

~I

4

we plan to c;io.

5

you

6

certain form.

7

basically.

8

i ntention of the parties.

9

~~less

stating~

what

do not say.,.-i-f"'"I make an agreemen:: •11ith

there is a certain formality about it, and frequently
It depends,really, on the intention of the partie ,

You cannot escape the necessity of exanuning the

Mr. Tobias.

10 party holds,

a~d

But that also depends on the title that the
this party was the President of the United

11 States.

12

Hr. Leigh.

(13

~at

the President

14 government?
15

~

~

is binding by the United States

Is that the position you are going to take?

t-1r. Tobias.

16

But are you really going to say that every \'lord

Not necessarily, but I think that th~re \"ere

some pretty strong assurances.

17

Mr. Leigh.

I admit that this is a perfectly legi timC~.te

18 position to take, and as I said when I was here before, this is
19

\

an area where the President has made these decisions regarding

20

these

21

I limited my corcunent in response to the

22

to the t\-IO which appeared in the New York ·rimes, :::..nd which were

23

the basis for Professor Henkin's

24

international

25

intention.

p~pers,

and I really am net free to go into this area.

agreemen~s,

Chairma..~'

s observation

but rather statenents of pcrso
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Hr. · Tobias.

1

opinion?

2

3-

~tr.

Is that correct?
Leigh.

I do.

Mr. Tobias.

4

Do you concur with Professor Henkin's

Just a few minuces ago, we were discussl.ng the

5 . case Act, a."l.d your Department's submission of agreeme:1ts to the
6

Congress

7

which the State Department follows i!l attempting to comply

8

the Case Act?

~"l.der

that Act.

r.tr. Leigh.

9

Could you explain to us the procedures

'tvell , first of all, I start with

wi~1

l(.~sh letter.

u.s.

10

'l'he State Departmant is not in a position to look at every

11

government document and determine, after looking at it, whether

12

it is a.."l international agreement.

13

great.

14

and that is what the ·kush letter did.

15

of which we put i .n the record, I believe, :;.t the

16

::.nd which you are perfectty free to have~~~::SJ,OC1tCJt_j@ya A'S.,.-

17

ue called on all

The volume is simply too

So what we have to do is to \'lrite to the other agencies,
In the ~ush letter, a cop

~ ~ wt.u-1""-

~1e

prior_...he~ri!lg

agencies to supply us with international

18 ·agreements othar than treaties which Here required to be

report~

\

19 under the Case Act.
20

In the paragraphs of the letter, we tried to lay down

~he

~f p~per

21

criteria for determining whether.a particular piece

22

an international agreement which is required to be reported.

..

addition , we stated that if t..hare -vrare any doubt

.••..

it, it should be

.••

State Department for "treaty Affairs so that the fina.l determlna-:f o'

•

I

is
In

wh~t.srf'er 0~u

s~r.~itt"d to the Assista.'lt ~~"~ ~d,-i.;,:: of ~'l
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1

will be made in the treaty affairs office.

2

This is the way the

system is intended to work.
Now, I would like to call on my colleague, Mr.

Rovin~,

~o

describe what he does about a very large category of agreements
5

J J
c~Y~ --

/ (/ v

6

r

or papers,

I

should say -- which are developed in the

Defense Department, because they are quite numerous; and his

7

practice on the invitation from the Department of Defense is to

8

go to the Pentagon and look through their files of papers from

9

time to time, and make· a determination as to which ones \V'ould be

10
11
12
13

14
15
16

1?
18
19

required to be reported under the Case Act.
Mr. Rovine.

i~ctually,

in recent months, they have been

sending material to me rather than my going over there to the
Pentagon.

But the effect is exactly the same.

I

get from Hr.

Forman's office all of the documents which may or may not
constitute international agreer.1ents, a.."'ld then I review them all,
or have a colleague help in that effort.
~ight

And we silnply decide,

there, what is an international agreement within the

meaning of the Case Act, and what is not.

And those that are,

of course, are transmitted to the Congress.

20
Ue send over evary coupla of weeks or so a batch of

21
agreements
I
22

to the Congress with a covering letter, uith also

jbackground statements.

This is not required by the

C:~

.....

,.,
#

•

t'

st~ ~_,

h"" ~ ~fS

but

we do it nonetheless, because it is sometimes difficu t to
und~rstand a.."'l agreement just by reading its text.
statement~ RrA

4i

ly

Th"-. bac~rou..'"l

often a heln. 2nd so we tra.."'lsrnit those as well.
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The classified agreements are

1
2

to the Senate

transmit~ed

Foreign Relations Committee and the House International Relation
committee, again with background statements.

And, as Hr. Leigh

4

pointed uut, since the passage oi the Case Act 1 the natio:.t has

5

entered into 29 of those classified agreements, and they have al

6

been transmitted to ti1e two Committees.

7
8

Mr. Tobias.

l-ir. Ravine, ·.-1hat documents are being given

by the Department of Defense to you for review?

9

Mr. Rovi:1e.

Everything that might constitute an agreement.

10 They come to Nr. Forman's office 1 and he sends the:n ·to me.

Mr. Tobias.

11

12 do you

mew~,

What

everything?

Mr. Rovine.

13

How do you know that that is everything?

Well, at some point in this process, there is

14 no escaping the fact

of

reliance upon the good faith of some-

15

body or other is necessitated.

Thara is no \-Jay for me to have

16

absolute assurance that I \ am seeing every single scrap of paper,

17

!~ or

18

absolute assurance.

I
l

in my view is there any \iay for Congress to know with
Even if you had a system und;r ...,hich you

19 'asked that any piece of paper that might remotely resemble an

transnitted to the Congrz.ss for their vieu, you

20

agreement be

21

WOuld still have to rely on

22

remotely resembles that agreement.
It seems t.o me

23

th~t

a

judgment made by somebody as

\·d th the

larg~

24

in \-thich this government is e:1gag ;d,

25

good

fai~~

reliance at some

pain~.

th~r ~

is

!
':10

. .

.

·,.'r..y

~o

\·Ihat
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l
2

..
·4

5
6

Senator Abourezk.

May I interrupt?

Under the Case Act,

who has ultimate responsibility to turn over executive agreement
to the Congress -- the Secretary of State?
Mj,.:.

Ravine.

The Secretar)· :.f State is designated b:-.t t.."le Ac •

Senator Abourezk.

And who is responsible?

in the Pentagon to witl1hold a

signific~~t

Should somebody

agreement, is it

~1e

7

Secretary of State's responsibility then to go out and seek out

8

those addi tiona! agreements, or does he just say, well, ·:.hey dicl

9

not exercise good faith?

10

Mr. Ravine.

It is not specified in the Act,

bu~

we have

11

interpreted our responsibilities to mean that the Secretary of

12

State is responsible

13

that :r.mst be transmitted under

14

letter was sent.

15

Nr. Leigh.

fo~

seeing to it that he gets all agreer.1ent.

b.~a

Act.

This is \'Thy the'Rush

May I just add to that, Hr. Chairman,_....uy saying

16

that if we thought that a department \'las being recalcitrant,

17

wc:s holding out, \ve \vould simply go to the- Preside!lt.

1a

~~e co~stitutional

o=

~~u

..We -h'flve"'

responsibility to see to the execution of the

W-t... w-..e. ,t

1 9 'laws, and"ask him to di~ect them point-blank to produce the

20

documents

21

confrontation.

22

for our inspection.

vle have not had that kind of a

'

Senator Abourazk.

Hhat about after the fact?

Nha.t if a..'l

23

agreement has been concludad secretly, and let us take an fns

24

of the Thieu agreementS.There was en agreement

25

upon -v1hich President Th.ieu raliadf

---

'l

e
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1

publicly rafused to appropriate money to

fina~ca

the war over

there, hE: said the agreement was broken, and everyt."ling is all

2

over with now, and all political hell has broken loose because
4

what

7

people say is a

broke~:

commitment by the Unit .-!C: States

a commitment that we did not k:1ow that \'le had.

5
6

sorr.~

s ible for

~~at

conclud~d

-- and say it is

i :1 the l-fnita Housa, just as an excunple?

in

\vho \'las rasp on-

~~e

Pantagon

It then becomes

r esponsible, and the Secretary of State says, well,
one.

\'le

bla-v1 'tha+

\le will see about it next time.
Ho-v1 do you pi:1 the responsibility dov1n?
Hr. Leigh.

11

12

13

c ommi tme.nt wi t.~out the approval of the Preside!'lt, I think th e
Presidant would request his resignation.
Senator Abourezk.

14

So again it is political.
~et

l e.gal -- and then again,

15

Hr. Leigh.

6

\

19 ·a greem:::nt.

is n o

us go further.

I have not really considered, i'lr. Chairman, =ha

1S official in the Executive

21

Ther~

que.s'tion of whether it is a criminal offense for a

l?

20

•

If a Cabinet officer has secretly made a

Dr~~ch

to conclude

~~

subordi~at e

unauthorized

I \'lOuld not be surprised to find that

ther~

\vas

s om~

criminal s.::nction available, b ut I franklv have not studie d ..:. ........
~ anator

Abourezk.

~et

us go a little further.

Let us

22

assume the President chose not to ask fo1.· his resignation.

23

if he thought th:.:;re "VIas not enough heat to requi::a

24

there raally is no recourse of

25

the. responsibility.

~.r:.y

kind.

'l'here is

i·lhat
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Mr. Leigh.

1

responsibility.

2

Well, I think that there is a way to pin
There can be a Congressional hearing to expose

what happened and reveal the fact that the cabinet officer or
the subcrdinate official had

4

exc~eded

his authority and may

even have disregarded explicit instructions of the President.
Senator Abourezk.

6

Would that include the

Administration

turning over the documents themselves?

7

Mr. Leigh.

8

That's a complicated question as

you realize in asking it.

9

tions,

10

obvious~y.

!

1

m sure

There will be a balancing of conside

I believe that the recent experience and

the decision of the Supreme Court shows that the doctrine of

11

12 executive privilege is not available in criminal prosecutions
to withhold documents which are necessary to the prosecution.

13

Senator Abourezk.

14

Will you explain why this Committee

-

is unable to get copies of those letters, of those agreements ,

15

from the White House?

16

Mr. Leigh.

17

Well,

I

stated why, Mr. Chairman, that this
r

-- --

18

had been a decision which had been made~ t~e Pr~~~~t;. at

19

the highest level regarding Presidential documents~ You, yourse f

20

have corresponded with the President on this subject, and

21

simply not in a position to elaborate further.

\

Senator Abourezk.

22

some kind of very strong legislation to give
l

share of authority in this entire matter because

I

am

Does not that experience then, and I

2 ~ know you are not in a position, but does not
:..~

I
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1
2

. based on

J'

~

experience and othe·rs, we do not have the authori t

and, if it is there, it is some kind of a theoretical authority
that we are really unable to enforce very handily, and it would

-· I

4

th~s

j seem to

~e

that a flat-out requirement that executive agraements

I

5
6

' come through the Congress, for some kind of approval, is abso-

I

lutely necessary to preserve the separation of powers.

Otherwis ,

? 'you could jack around, just as we have been jacked around by

he President, like the Congress has been jacked around, and

8
9

I

just think that he has made the case for us.
Mr. Leigh.

10
11

Well, there are many parts to that question,

Mr. Chairman.
Senator Abourezk.

12

Mr. Leigh.

13.

That was a speech.

Let me say, though, that the proposition

14 r eally depends on the assumption that this was an executive

-

15
16
17

~~~pee-e~RJ~t~h~i&~~oncluded

j

19

)

agreement.
Ms . Margolis.

18

that it was. not an internation 1 '

I

hate to interrupt you.

I

just want to

e sure that we are all quoting Professor Henkin, and I would
to read his testimony as to what he said, because

I

think

t he is getting a bum rap.
"With the Nixor. -Thieu Agreem?nt, how would you classify that "

Mr. Henkin . "I do not know what was said
~;

What

I

have read in the papers, it is not clear

25 (ntended to be a legally binding agreement.

I

do not

4f1

l

we would be subject to an international act for violating it.

..

Political commitments, I was suggesting, may be beyond the

~

reach of the Senate of legislation designed to support the

4

authority of the Senate.

5

incidental to and implicit in the process of diplomacy and the

6

conduct of

7

domain.

8

by such commitments, but as you implied earlier, Mr. Chairman,

9

the President can pledge the political faith of the United

10

States-- I am sorry-- the

11

as by legal agreements, and the Congress will be hard put to

12

refuse to carry out the commitment."

13

Politi~al

commitments may also be

international relations which are the President•s

Of course, the United States is not legally bound

Mr. Leigh.

Well,

I

u.s.A., as effectively by these

think it is very helpful to have

14

that read into the record at this point because it seems to me

15

it does confirm my understanding of what Professor Henkin

16

testified to, namely, that there was not a legally binding

17

international agreement.

18

Ms. Margolis.

19

But he also said that under the terms of

what he read the Senate would be hart put not to enforce it.
Mr. Leigh.

1 20

This is a truism in our Constitutional

21

process.

22

the President can take certain

23

!1\de!'ehdeu t eons ti bt~ion!il !'C>Wer c;;;ich makes it very t fi

24

for the Congress not to take certain consequential ac • ns ,

25

This has been true in any number

of instances, that

acti~aAd there

is elearT

cul":'~

~J

_a4 I understand this to be the motivation behind the war powers

~
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resolution as one example.

1

Ms. Margolis.

2

But, if you were saying that the President

cannot include these agreements and they are political agreemen
'

•

't

5

1

but they have the same effect as a legally binding commit.ment

I \'lith. regard

II

to what Congress can or cannot do, it is then

j

6 ,,I
:

inconsistent to say that Congress can have no role in it, if

7

the end result is the same as what you term the treaty or a

8

legally binding
Mr. Leigh.

9

co~~itment.

We were making a distinction here between

10

what is an international agreement, a com.11itment in that sense,

11

and a political commitment.

,
......

do all sorts of things which force the President to do things

13

he does not want to do.

14

Constitutional system.

15

on questions of aid for example.

lG

the President the authority to continue an a_id program which

17

causes great difficulty, I can assure you, down at the other

18

end of Pennsylvania Avenue.

')

On the other hand, the Congress. c

This is. not anything new in our
We have the example of what is happenin
Congress is frequently denyin

I

!

19

This is the business of checks and balances.

20

Ms. Margolis.

The aid conflict is within the Constitu-

tional system _and this political agreement, if you are going
to start terming things political agreements or contingent

~- r :I agreements, you still have to consider --

e. .. ,_.-

I•

H

.,

;!

'' .,• dI

Mr. Leigh. But, surely, you do not want to

I'

IF

t

•:. \,I

II,
'

pr9'·~h'lft!J~~e
IQ

o;;

'-4

::O'

President from ever. making a political commitment?!

:}

,''~

·.

.

~/

'-..___/
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Ms·~argolis.

1

But if he makes that political agreenent

with another country and then determines that· we have to live

2

up to that agreement

..

s~nator

If

Abourezk.

That is what this argument is

a~l

abou ,

5

that we may not want to preclude him from it, but we want to

6

sure give him the advice and consent of this body if he makes

7

a political agreement.
Mr. Leigh. But, as I understood you to read Professor

8
9

Henkin's testimony, this is the very point he was making, that

10

probably Congress could not Constitutionally prevent the

11

President from making certain kinds of political statements.
Ms. Margolis.

12

He can make the statements, but then if

13

he has to rely on Congress to enforce them, then I think if

14

there was a clear Congressional role -Mr. Leigh.

15

But then you have anguish because the Congres

--

16

and the President are at loggerheads about it.

17

support it, and sometimes they do not.

18

they feel that they must support him, even though they do not

19
20

\.

want to, and they do

frequently still,

it is the other way

_around, toj ~ many things the Congress tells the President,

~l i~e ~uld

22

supp~rt him,~ut

Mo~e

Sometimes they

prefer not to have to follow through on.
This is inherent, as I see it, in the separation of

~~

powers system.

If we had a parliamentary system, we

~~

have this kind of difficulty.
Mr. Tobias.

It seems to

~e

your reliance

wo~lq

not

circumvents~~he

'--

1

constitution.

... . I agreement
•·

We are talking about what you call a political

as opposed to an international agreement or executive

agreement, and, in practical effect, it has the same -- it may
same . bindin~ ~ffect .

very wP.ll ·have the

It ends up that the

country is embarrassed internationally on occasion because of
6
7

this very circumvention of what the Constitution attempted to
prohibit .
Mr. Leigh.

8

Well, but that is no more true in this area

than there was embarrassment by the experience on the Treaty

w.v

4.fltrt~1

it would be more embarrassing
A.e. f...U./'. '-"
.~
.
~ the fa~lure to advise and consent on the

I ~thinkAtha t

10

of Versailles.

11

to the

12

Treaty of Versailles.

.

Pres~dent

"

13

Mr. Tobias.

Historically, that is a different situation •.

14

Mr. Leigh.

15

Senator Abourezk.

It is still an embarrassment.
But that was all concluded invpublic

16

and everybody kne\'1 that he would have to come back to the Senat •

17

We are really talking about a different area.

18

They were talking about secret commitments or agreements

19 \concluded not within the glare of publicity like the Treaty
20
2l

of Versailles was.
Mr. Leigh.

Well,

is it

. your position that you want

22 every political commitment made by the President to be ~4
~rv:.'Jv 1 ~
public? Do you want to deny the President to have ~tain
~~
1\
confidential statements ~ intention?
25

Mr. Abourezk.

I am not

he~e

to talk to you about

th~t.

I am talking about commitments that are made by him that are

1

not necessarily available to the public, not debated in public,

2

lj but should therefore then come to the Senate for ratification.
That i«.: exactly what we are talking about.

We are not t:.1lking

about whether or not he has the right to do something without
6

them being made public, because there are some agreements

7

probably that, for example, intelligence agreements that would

6

have to be made in secret.

9

very infrequent, and at least the appropriate Congressional

10

Commitee ought to know about those kinds of

--

11

Those should only be rare and

agreements.~

But it should not -- what we are saying, I guess, is

..........

12

that it should not be a one-man show on his part, and that is

1~

exactly what this legislation seeks to prevent.

14

or two more questions, Mr. Leigh.
Mr. Tobias.

15

Mr. Rovine

We have one

said that the Department of Stat

16

has interpreted the Case Act to hold the Secretary of State

17

responsible for insuring that all such agreements under the Case

.18

kt be transmitted to the Congress.

19

that all of these other agencies are sending all such agreements

20

to you so that then you could pass them a,long to the appropriate

21

committees

he~e?

Mr. Leigh.

22

...,..,

\'Jhat are you doing to insure

Well, primarily we

sen~

letter in the most

formal sense by the Deputy Secretary of State to every aqency

.

. . telling them of this requirement, stating our
I

I

D
.tj

... <)
expe~tatiqn
that ~

they would report to us any documents that came within t~e

~

___>

1
2
"'-

II

range of

t~ose

that might be required for reporting under the

case Act and stating that if there was any doubt about it,

II
1

they should submit the document to the State Department for
determir.ation.

..•

That is primaril'] the framework.

I.E we

~.Jet

mation one way or another that the Department has not construed
the request properly, then I go to the General Counsel of that
agency and say, how about it.

I want to see this.

And, as I

stated earlier, as a result of one or two leads that we have
received, I will be reviewing a few additional documents to
determine whether they .should be reported.

. •.

Mr. Tobias.

What are you doing actively to insure that

these documents are coming to you?
Mr.

Leigh.

I do not think .I have to write a letter

every day to every department, saying, have you sent me what
1 asked you for yesterday.
Mr. Tobias.

Well , \ agree with that, .but is there any

type of check that you use, or do ·you just_wait until a situa-

t ion occurs where
Mr . Leigh .

\

Well, I think there is a kind of practical

check in the sense that the State Department is focui:tg, maybe
lt should be more of a focus, on all of our contacts with foreig

:.

70Vcrnments and foreign agencies , so that if there is any kind
of an understanding of this sort, which for some
t:> t

been told about, sooner or later it is bound to

" rt f ti c that passes through the Desk offices in the

co~

business, and we will hear about it.

1

...

Mr. Tobias.

Mr. Rovine

stated that once all the a3ree-

ments from other departments come to his office, he and, perhaps
one

otb.~=>r

person reviews those :lrJcuments and decides wh5_c:n are

executive agreements and which are not, which should then be
transmitted to the Congress.

6

I would like to ask what type o f

criteria governs his determination as to whether the documents

7

are executive agreements and, therefore, should be transmitted?
Mr. Rovine.
itself.

lO

The criteria are set out in thel\ush letter

If you look at page two, the bottom of page two, a nd

the top of page three, of the 1\ush letter, you will find the

l l

criteria set out right there, and we do our best to comply wi th
them.

3

Mr. Tobias.

l4

Mr.

Rovine.

What was the source of those criteria?

-

The source of those criteria -- these were

l6

written by the Office of the Legal Advisor itself: that is, it

L?

is our understanding of
Case Act.

18
~

9

wh~t

was intended by the authors of

~~e

It does necessitate in some cases the judgment as to

~ignificance;

that is to say, I think that one of the most

ro

difficult conceptual problems here is to try to understand that

~

a good bit of this is a matter of degree.

•

&

I like to give an

; ; e xample much like the example that Mr. Leigh gave in his testimOllY•
;' The foreign government official asks me for a
~

I

send it to him.

-. co~~itrnen t

\

,

That is a form, I suppose, of an

but nobody would consider that to be an

l

agreement, but suppose he asked for 500,000 maps, we
might have an international agreement.

now

Now, what point between

one and half a million would it becare an international agreement?
Nobody

c~n

say.

It is a matter of judgment and they havP to

be made on grounds of significance in some cases.
Mr. Tobias.

I take it that where there is any doubt

you would go ahead and forward the document?
Where there was any doubt, we would simply

Mr. Rovine.

make a decision one way or the other.
Mr. Tobias.

But, in close cases, I take it you err

on the side of submitting the document?
Mr. Rovine.

Very frequently, yes, as a matter of fact.

13

I have heard from informal sources that a good many of the

14

things sent over to the Congress are really very trivial in

15

nature, and that we are sending too much.

16

am erring on the side of liberality, yes.

_.;--

\
Senator Abourezk.

17

Ms. Margolis.
19

So, I suppose I

One more question.

I would like to give you copies of

Professor
Fish's testimony.
\

It might be helpful to arrive at

a definition.
Mr. Leigh.

Mr.

Page nine of Professor

Chairrna~,

r:~

'>

-lienld~

I have in front of me now
testimony, and he !'las introduced

;~' in that portion a test which is based on so-callEd restatement o
' \ ./)_

......

~C.C"\4

1/
/,

foreign relations law for which he was ~ princ ipal ~r~~
• f

I

served on the Advisory CoJ:1\l&\i t tee for that do curnen t, ;,;or

~'

t~~

_,_,/
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volume.

I do not think I have any particular quarrel with the

criteria which he has mentioned here, and I would be glad to
respond to specific questions, if the staff may have any.
M::;. Margolis.

On page e le·,en, which you also

hav~,

he

d

:!
~l

I

has a definition which he thought might be helpful to increase

I

!I the precision as to what is meant by an international agreement.
I·

f

d

., !I

It reads, "As used herein, the phase, 1 international agreement

.

11,,

other than a treaty means any agreement or understanding, writt,

?

II
il or oral, other than a treaty that purports to create change or

f ' ..~

·'lJ

; \)

ji

,,

li

define

relationships under international law including in

I'
,

11

i'

: =~ !
I

particular, an agreement that purports to conunit the United Sta,es
to an obligation to follow a course of action requiring subsequ~nt
I

~ ~. il

Congressional authorization or approval or the expenditure of

1 .:

!1

funds not yet authorized or appropriatedg

15

'i'l'

understanding which is not transmitted to Congress pursuant

17

i

II

I think he proposed that as an amendment to the Case Act.
Is that definition too broad, not broad enough or troublesome

l9

to you in any way?

l

Mr. Leigh. \'lell, there are two aspects of this.

The last

tl \\

sentence of this section on page eleven, adopts a kind of proce-

~2

dure which is obviously copied from Article 102 of the United

Ii!

!i
~:._~ :i Nations Charter.

.

Article 102 of the Charter says, not t¥tcfi.t.

·" ~·

/~

·~.;;

:~ ·~ ~' is illegal for nations to have secret agreements, but i~they

::5

!iJ:

·"

·,·:>

("'

'I.L'•

:1 are not registered publicly and ·openly with the United Nations·
-- .... _ ·- .. .

II
n

t
r

No arrangement or

l8

eo

f

l

to this sectiori shall be binding under United States."

16

I

.,

o

45 0

•

.,

the nation'which is a party to that agreement may not envoke it
in any legal proceeding before any

org~~

of the United Nations •

This is saying that no arrangement or understanding which is
not trensmitted to the Congress rursuant to the section

~hall

be binding on the United States. This seems to be adopting the
same theory, but I do not see that this gets at the area which
the Chairman a few moments ago described as the very heart of
the problem, and that is when the President makes a statement
of political intention, I do not knO"i/ that that, t:hal even
this

definition ~aches

that because when the President makes

a statement about political intention, he is talking about
what he personally will do, and I do not -- it would be easy
enough for him to say, that is not binding on the United States.
Now, in Circular 175, we had gone at this problem.- not
tryin9 to be comprehensive.-by laying out some of the criteria
~rr.
which we considerrana'ff you will look a.t S~ction 721.3, ,.,e

b

mention~ the factors which we take into account in making a

l

~

decision, the extent to which the agreement involves commitments

19

or risk, affecting the nation as a whole, whether the agreement

to

is intended to affect state laws of the United States, whether

l1

the agreement can be given effect without the enactment of

6

subsequent legislation by the Congress, past United States prac-

~3

tice with respect to similar

h

of Congress with respect to a particular type of agreement~"

ls

agree~ents,

and the

pre~~e~g~

One of the ironies, if I may put this in as an aside ("~
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1954 when they were proposing to have a new agreement with

1

spain re9arding base rights, the Eisenhower Administration came

2

to the Senate leaders and asked, do you want this as a treaty
or as an executive agreement, ann they said, we want to have it

..

as an executive agreement.

6

now, but, nevertheless, I think it illustrates that you cannot

7

be categorical.

8

considerable measure on the political relationship

(

Obviously, the sentiment has changed

This is a flexible process, depending in
~~een

·~~ (.A.

the two parts of the government,_ ~t to go onc;::...and I will
1\

complete

0

degree of formality desired for an agreement,

this~the

ll

the proposed duration of the agreement, the need for prompt

.2

conclusion of an agreement, and the desirability of concluding

·3

a routine or short-term agreement, and finally, the general

4

international practice with respect to similar agreements.
Ms. Margolis.

l5

That is to fall in between a treaty or

~6

an executive agreement, but I think what Professor Fisher was

.

~7

saying is that in an effort to get as many -agreements as

I
' .
la

possible submitted to the Congress, that those that were not

l9

~ubmitted

0

... ,

...

~

Mr. Leigh.

Would not be binding, and this is what I

call the Article 102 technique •

~r.

Rovine

was just pointing

·2 ' out to me that if you take this language literally in the

..

M\0-·•·I'\)J /

Fisher proposal it would mean that we would not send up~

.'
..
t

'

agree·rnents , we would not send up as many agreeme;}ts

~s

we a:,re

now sending up because there would be no requirement,for a
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1

subsequent Congressional authorization, nor for the approval

2

of expenditure of funds.

3

which do not require any expenditure of funds , f9.F-t-R-e-:i-n~at-:i:o

Senator Abourezk.

5

We are now sending up agreements

Do you think that that established goo

criteria?

6

Mr. Leigh.

?

I am not sure that it does.

I frankly would

There are plenty of things

8

like to consider this further.

9

that do not require any expenditure of funds but which, never-

10

theless, are of very great importance in the international

11

relations · of the United States, so I would really like to study

12

this more carefully before --

13

Senator Abourezk.

l~ould

ypu

give us a written critique

14

on that, of your vievlS?

15

will adjourn the hearings.

16

I wonder if you might amplify briefly on the two or three
.
. \
areas of agreements that you say we are not exploring, and give

17

I have one more question and then I

me an estimate of how many agreements have not been

\

•

submitted to Congress.
\

Mr. Leigh.

...

I do not believe the number would

Mr. Leigh.

That have not been submitted?

That may not have been submitted, J(\Efltll8:hey

should have been, perhaps.
f

a

half dozen, at most •
Senator Abourezk •.

•

ex~eed

I have to examine those .

a ll in the area of intelligence cooperation.

They ~~e

~

1

Senator Abourezk.

2

Mr. Leigh.

3

Yes, the ones that I have now under considera-

tion.
fiE!nator Abourezk.

4

In the. -'.:.wo or three areas of

that you say you are not exploring, one of them is intelligence

6

operations?

8

10

What are those areas that you are exploring?

Mr. Leigh.

All of them are in this area of intelligence

cooperation.
Senator Abourezk.

9

Can you be more specific or more

detailed than that?
Mr. Leigh.

11

I do not really think I can in an open

12

session; I could in an executive session tell you more about

13

the kind of considerations that we are going through at this

14

point.
Senator Abourezk.

15

Well, Mr. Leigh, Mr. Rovine,

16

you very much for your appearance up here tqday.

17

your cooperation, and the hearings are now adjourned.

19

We appreciate

(Whereupon, at 11:25 o'clock a.m., the Subcommittee
'

(J

adjourned, subject to the ·call of the Chair.)

20

21
22

.
•••••, »

23
~
{
)

24

25

thank
........

18

t

ag~·eements

5

?

·~

All of them are intelligence cooperatio 1

